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Women cagers win tourney, see page nine 
THE BG NEWS 
Vol.71    Issue 58 Bowling Green, Ohio Tuesday, December 6,1988 
Gorbachev readies for U.S. visit 
MOSCOW (AP) - A year after con- 
cluding an arms treaty with the United 
States, Mikhail S. Gorbachev is heading 
for a meeting with President Reagan 
and President-elect George Bush to 
help set the pace for future arms talks. 
During the Soviet president's trip, 
which begins today, he will address the 
United Nations and visit Cuba and 
Britain, trying to polish his image as a 
statesman ana dispel the image of the 
Soviet Union as an enemy. 
It was Gorbachev's luncheon meeting 
in New York with Reagan and Bush, 
planned for Wednesday, that the official 
media emphasized in its reports Mon- 
day. 
Tass called the meeting "an extraor- 
dinary event" because superpower re- 
lations are a determining factor for 
"the very essence of the world pro- 
cess." 
"It is perfectly natural that the new 
administration will need some time to 
Set its bearings in the complexity of 
omestic and international problems. 
But it is very important not to drag out 
this period,   Tass said. 
"Marking time in international af- 
fairs, especially in the domain of arms 
limitation and reduction, is tantamount 
not only to loss of time, but to backslid- 
ing," it said. 
On Dec. 8,1987, Gorbachev and Rea- 
Ci signed an agreement to eliminate 
ir medium- and short-range nuclear 
missiles. 
But progress in talks to cut the two 
sides' arsenals of strategic weapons 
slowed to a crawl because of the U.S. 
election campaign and problems in- 
cluding   continued   differences   over 
Reagan's "Star Wars" program for a 
space-based defense against nuclear at- 
tack. 
The government newspaper Izvestia, 
in a front-page article from New York 
on Monday, said the U.S. administra- 
tion was preparing intensively for the 
meeting with Gorbachev. "There is a 
basis to suppose that the administration 
will not only listen, but propose some- 
thing in return," the paper said. 
Gorbachev has said he is seeking im- 
6roved relations with the West in order 
i free resources to improve the stand- 
ard of living of Soviet citizens. 
One Western analyst who spoke on 
condition of anonymity said the Soviet 
Union "doesn't have the resources to 
sustain the investment it's been making 
in foreign aid and defense." 
Despite Gorbachev's drive for 
"perestroika," or restructuring, Soviet 
citizens have seen no improvement in 
the quality or quantity of food and con- 
sumer goods and there is a pervasive 
feeling that things actually nave wor- 
sened. 
USG considers 
new carpeting 
by Barbara A. Weadock 
staff reporter 
Undergraduate Student 
Government "took it on the 
road" again last night and held a 
meeting in the Compton Hall 
television lounge. 
Appropriate to the location, 
USG addressed the carpeting is- 
sue in Kreischer Quadrangle 
and Mary Edmonds, University 
vice president of student affairs, 
spoke about the issue. 
Edmonds said most buildings 
on campus are at least 25 years 
old and "any building that gets 
that old needs a lot of attention," 
not only aesthetically, but in the 
infrastructure as well. 
She said each year a list of 
capital improvements is com- 
piled and prioritized. This year's 
list will be presented to the 
Board of Trustees for approval 
at its Dec. 16 meeting. 
Pending Board approval, the 
carpet will be installed next 
summer. 
Chief legislative officer Kevin 
Coughlin said the carpet in Kre- 
ischer is stained, full of holes 
and moldy. The mold is begin- 
ning to pose a health problem for 
students with allergies, Cough- 
lin said. 
One student gave USG a 
statement from ner physician 
that said her allergies were irri- 
tated by the mold in the carpet. 
Because of these problems, 
USG collected about 600 signa- 
tures from the quadrangle's re- 
sidents and submitted them to 
plant operations and mainte- 
nance, Coughlin said. 
"It's an excellent step to go 
from number 46 (the original 
priority level of the carpet) to 
number one (the priority sched- 
uled to go to the Board next 
week)," Coughlin said. 
The estimated cost of the 
project is 1465.000, he said. 
Edmonds also addressed the 
issue of potential fire hazards. 
Everything brought Into resi- 
dence halls, such as overstuffed 
furniture, poses a potential fire 
hazard, Edmonds said. 
She said her office may con- 
tact USG next semester to help 
publicize fire safety in the resi- 
dence halls. 
Under new business, USG ap- 
proved a bill encouraging sexual 
harassment to be the topic of the 
English Department's profi- 
ciency examination in Spring 
1990. 
USG Senator Kraig Baker said 
the  English  Department  has 
O See USG, page 3. 
Book end 
Janet Hughes, director of the reserve library, shelves a pile of returned 
books. The rush of students completing papers makes this the busiest 
time for library employees. Hughes said the library will check- out and 
reshelve about 70,000 books between now and semester's end. "We 
Courtesy the Key/Mark Thai man 
have to store them on counters until they can be returned to the 
stacks." Hughes said. "But, somehow, we manage to get them all 
back." 
Date rape's effects lasting 
Editor's note: This is the first of a three- 
part series on acquaintance rape. The 
names of students in this article have been 
changed to protect the victim. 
by Angle Blandina 
staff reporter 
When Jenny graduates this May, she will 
leave the University with much more than a 
dark cloud lurks above her many 
achievements and fond memories of the last 
four years. Almost three years ago, during 
the spring semester of her freshman year, 
Jenny was raped. 
It didn't happen in a dark alley. 
It didn't involve a weapon. 
Her assailant wasn't even a stranger. 
Jenny was a victim of a seldom talked 
about and rarely reported crime —acquain- 
tance rape. 
One-fourth of all college women have been 
victims of rape or attempted rape and 90 
percent knew their assailant at least casual- 
ly, which is called acquaintance rape, ac- 
cording to a 1985 Campus Voice article. 
According to the article, three-fourths of 
the victims did not recognize their experi- 
ence as rape, which probably accounts for 
the infrequency of reports. 
Jenny's case is similar to many. She met 
Illustration/Thorn Krouse 
Scott, her assailant, at a hockey game. After 
the game, they went back to Scott's resi- 
dence hall room with another couple. Jenny 
and Scott climbed into a loft so the other 
couple, who were having an argument, could 
talk privately. 
She said what began as a "one-night stand- 
type deal" turned into a nightmare. 
Scott decided to see how far he could push 
Jenny sexually and ignored her attempts to 
resist him, she said. The other couple, Jenny 
said, must have thought they were "horsing 
around." 
"The music was loud and he acted so 
fast, "she remembered. "All of a sudden, he 
had my arms pinned down and, by then, he'd 
instilled so much fear in me that I just froze. 
It was so quick." 
She said she ran from the room crying and 
into the shower without reporting the inci- 
dent. 
"I didn't report it because I thought I was 
to blame," she admitted. "I figured I'd put 
myself into that situation and I could have 
prevented it." 
Many women like Jenny blame them- 
selves, according to Stephen Cernkovich, 
University sociology professor. He said 
many even fail to realize they have been 
raped. 
"Just because some strange man didn't 
attack them behind a bush, in the alley, in 
the dark, they don't consider it a rape, he 
said. 
Jenny's nightmare, however, did not end 
that evening, she said. 
In the cafeteria line the next day, she said 
Scott and his friends mocked and humiliated 
her as if the incident had been a joke. 
"Scott probably didn't think he did any- 
thing wrong. I don't think these kind of ra- 
Cls consider themselves to be rapists — 
y don't realize the psychological impact 
they make." D See Rape, page 4. 
Residents debate 
Greek unit zoning 
by Scott R. Whitehead 
city reporter 
At last night's public hearing on the city master plan, several resi- 
dents and council members questioned the need lor a new residen- 
tial zone geared primarily for off-campus fraternity and sorority 
houses. 
This was the second public scrutinization for the master plan, 
which is a 15-year guide for the city of Bowling Green concerning 
zoning development, traffic routes and population trends. 
Council President John Quinn acknowledged that several issues 
were raised at last night's meeting, but pointed to Greek housing as 
the most important new issue to be discussed. 
"I think the top concern tonight was the creation of the new R-5 
zone in Ward 1 which would be north of Ridge Street, along the rail- 
road tracks," he said. 
Ward 2 Councilman Jeff Gordon explained that the inclusion of the 
R-5 zoning clause in the master plan may have been a mistake. 
"We may not need a new zone, since (Greek organizations) can 
already move into apartment houses throughout the city. The R-5 
zone may be narrowed down or eliminated entirely," Gordon stated. 
Municipal Administrator Wes Hoffman disagreed, saying that it 
may be more helpful if Greek houses could be focused into a single 
area. 
"Fraternities and sororities must be accommodated for and the 
master plan is trying to address where they should be located." 
Ward 1 Councilman Don Pond reasoned that the issue could be 
moot if no Greek houses wanted to move off-campus and he added 
that he knows of no groups which want to make the move now. 
O See Master Plan, page 3. 
Tuesday News in Brief 
According to the National Weather 
Service at the Toledo 
Express Airport, today 
will be mostly tunny 
with 16-26 mph south- 
westerly winds. The 
high will be 50 de- 
grees. Tonight will be 
cloudy with the high 
in the mld-30s. Wed- 
nesday's weather out- 
look calls for mostly 
cloudy skies with the 
high In the low-40s. 
Toledo minister fasting 
to help the homeless 
TOLEDO (AP) — A minister who has been fast- 
ing for two weeks to raise money to buy a shelter 
for the homeless has lost 20 pounds and raised 
about 15,000 in donations toward his goal of $50,000. 
The Rev. Harold Lewis, director of the Home 
Crusade for Christ, said Monday he is weak from 
the fast but has no plans to give up the vigil until he 
raises the money. 
"I did not eat for Thanksgiving, but I hope I am 
able to eat for Christmas," Lewis said. "I am feel- 
ing weak. I am tired. But I will not give up this 
dream." 
Lewis, 61, said he began his fast Nov. 23. Since 
then, he has taken water and orange juice. His 
weight has dropped from 172 pounds to about 152 
pounds. 
"I am prepared to die for this cause. I am going 
to see this through, all the way," he said. "I may 
be a long way from my goal, but I am optimistic. 
Last week we did not have any money. Now, we 
have $5,000, enough for a down payment." 
Lewis is trying to raise $50,000 to buy a vacant 
building and torn it into a 24-hour shelter. He said 
It would feed, shelter and educate S to 12 inner-city 
homeless people. 
CIA officer to talk about 
career options tonight 
Art Hulnick, a Central Intelligence Agency aca- 
demic affairs director, will speak tonight in 8:30 in 
210 Math Sciences Building. His speech is spon- 
sored by Pi Sigma Alpha, the political science hon- 
orary. 
Craig Taliaferro, Pi Sigma Alpha president, said 
Hulnick's speech will be informational about the 
CIA and will present students with career options 
in the agency. He said all CIA speakers in the past 
have been speaking against it and the organization 
wanted to present the other side of the issue. 
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Do not quit studying 
Tis the season for slacking off. 
Now that two weeks are left before Christ- 
mas vacation, some people may be tempted to take 
their break a little early. 
With finals advancing quickly and the added 
pressure of unfinished term papers, school can be- 
come overwhelming this time of year. 
And when work becomes too threatening, forget- 
ting about it all and going out for the evening can 
seem like the perfect solution — but think again. 
If the stress is hitting hard these days, take a 
small break — go to the student recreation center 
or out for dinner — but do not quit studying. 
After coming this far during the semester, it is a 
shame to throw away all the effort put forth — no 
matter how small — and risk failing a course. Also, 
with many final exams counting as more of a per- 
centage of the final grade than other tests, just a 
little more time spent on each subject over the next 
few days can still mean the difference between a 
mediocre report card and making the dean's list. 
When the cold winter air is blowing fiercely out- 
side your window, fight that urge to stay under 
those warm covers and make it to class. Re- 
member, material covered in this week's lectures 
is still fan- game for appearing on the final exam. 
No matter how close the end may seem, it is not 
over yet. the final results are up to you. 
In other opinions... 
"Read my lips:" stop 
excessive spending 
YY ill George Bush start his presidency by aban- 
* doning the centerpiece of his electoral man- 
date — his pledge not to raise taxes? The Washing- 
ton establishment hopes so. It has been campaign- 
ing since Election Day to scare everyone into think- 
ing that only a tax hike can avert economic disas- 
ter. 
The truth is just the opposite. Contrary to the es- 
tablishment's self-serving claims, the principal 
cause of the federal budget deficit is excessive 
spending — not shrunken tax revenues. A tax hike 
at this tune would stunt economic growth and actu- 
ally widen the deficit; it would be a profound mis- 
take even if the president-elect had not made his 
"read my lips" promise. 
A new tax hike would abort this healthy trend — 
not just by encouraging massive new spending, but 
by squeezing private-sector growth. Apparently, 
you can remove people from the White House, but 
you can't remove reflexive establishment thinking 
from them. 
Reprinted with permission from the Athens Mes- 
senger. 
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Scent of mystery hardly worth sniff 
You don't have to build a bet- 
ter mousetrap. There are 
enough suckers around that al- 
most anything will sell, if you 
just let them know it's available. 
The other day, an acquain- 
tance showed me an advertise- 
ment he received in the mail. 
It was a chemical called "At- 
tractant 10" that a man can 
spray on his clothing. 
For what purpose? As the ad 
says: "Do you want to attract 
women? And drive them wild?" 
"How would you like to get to 
first base every time?" 
"Works instanUy!! Even if the 
man is short, fat, bald, old or 
unattractive to ladies, fust one 
single spray of Attractant 10 
immediately sends a chemical 
message to the women around 
him. Instant Sex Appeal." 
The ad goes on to explain that 
the spray isn't a mere cologne. 
It is a scientifically-proven sex- 
ual attractant — a "phero- 
mone." 
And any man who douses him- 
self with pheromone, the ad 
said, will have women swarm- 
ing over him, almost tearing 
their clothes off. And his, too. 
The ad contained testimon- 
ials: 
"I was at the bar alone when 
the girlfriend of my best friend 
came up to me and told me how 
manly I looked and what a nice 
body I had." 
Another: "I am pleased to say 
that I was groped and fondled in- 
timately at a disco by a female 
LETTERS 
Flog symbolized 
the anniversary of 
Kennedy's death 
Elizabeth Rimes'- article 
(Nov. 29) about Brian Pup- 
kiewecz's efforts to have the flag 
lowered to half-mast in honor of 
the 25th anniversary of Presi- 
dent Kennedy's assassination 
reminded me of what I saw from 
my office window on that dark 
afternoon in 1963. The Universi- 
ty flagpole, a wooden ship-mast 
affair, stood in front of Universi- 
ty Hall then. I was looking out on 
BLOOM COUNTY 
All that for only $25 — a spray can that 
will last for as much as three months, if 
your heart or other vital organs don't 
wear out by then.   
— while wearing it on my 
jacket." 
And: "A very casual lady 
friend suddenly seduced me ... 
she shocked me as this was out 
of character for her." 
The seller of this product goes 
on to say: 
"Men going into bars reported 
actually being swarmed by 
women within minutes after en- 
tering. 
"Men at lounges and parties 
reported being surrounded by 
both married and single ladies. 
"Traveling salesmen and 
door-to-door salesmen reported 
increased sales and literally be- 
ing dragged in by frustrated 
housewives. 
"Repairmen, servicemen, de- 
liverymen, of all kinds, even 
those who were unattractive or 
ugly, reported almost unbelie- 
vable encounters with ladies in 
every conceivable situation. 
"Women's libber groups have 
said that the use of pheromone 
as a sexual attractant by men is 
sneaky, underhanded and de- 
vious and gives the male user a 
great and unfair advantage over 
the unsuspecting women's sub- 
conscious desires and feelings." 
All that for only $25 — a spray 
the campus, trying to accept the 
news I'd just heard in the Eng- 
lish department office and saw 
two students lowering the flag. 
It seemed totally spontaneous of 
the feelings of us all. I'm sure it 
was totally unauthorized except 
by that communal feeling of re- 
spect and loss, but two students 
went ahead and did it. 
I was grateful to them then 
and I wrote a brief note to that 
effect to the BG Sews which 
printed it soon after. With this 
brief note, I thank Brian Pup- 
kiewecz for his efforts 25 years 
later. 
Thomas Kinney 
English professor 
can that will last for as much as 
three months, if your heart or 
other vital organs don't wear out 
by then. 
Out of curiosity, I phoned the 
outfit in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., 
that was peddling this stuff. I 
wasn't surprised to reach an an- 
swering service. It's always an 
answering service or a mail 
drop. 
The lady there said the sex-s- 
pray man, one Mr. Sam Kram, 
came by every few days to pick 
up messages and orders. 
So I phoned the Florida De- 
partment of Consumer Services 
and asked if they had ever heard 
of "Attractant 10," the spray 
that drives women wild. 
As a matter of fact, they had. 
"We've had several complaints 
about it," a state employee said. 
They complained that it was 
an obvious scam? 
"No, the only complaints we'- 
ve had were from men who had 
ordered it and hadn't received 
delivery. When we sent copies of 
the consumer complaints to the 
company, the company quickly 
responded with the product.'' 
See what I mean? People are 
actually ordering the stuff. 
There are men out there, squirt- 
ing themselves with something 
Divide teaching, 
research equally 
The fact that 40 percent of stu- 
dents receive only partial 
schedules is appalling. More 
than that, it makes for bad busi- 
ness. To some extent, the Uni- 
versity exists to make a profit; 
unfortunately for all concerned 
—especially the students — it is 
faced with a demand it cannot 
supply. This situation can only 
lead to more problems in the fu- 
ture — prospective freshmen 
will choose to go elsewhere if 
they know they cannot get the 
by Berk*? Breathed 
because they believe it will turn 
women into sex fiends, with 
themselves as the happy vic- 
tims. 
Actually, there is a tiny grain 
of truth to the ad. The substance 
called pheromone, which Kram 
says is in his spray can, does 
arouse the female libido. 
It can, indeed, cause a female 
to seek sexual relations with a 
male, even if she has never met 
him before. Indoors or outdoors. 
Yes, science has shown that 
pheromone can bring on a sex- 
ual response. 
If you happen to be a moth. 
Science has established that 
many insects give off a chemical 
when they wish to mate. Some 
research claims that phero- 
mones also are secreted by 
mating dogs, boars and other 
four-leggedbeasties. 
But tor the lonely guy, hoping 
to be mauled and groped In a 
bar? 
"The claim sounds like they'- 
re a little out in left field," says a 
chemist who specializes in pher- 
omone research. "There s no 
evidence concerning people." 
So if you are one of those who 
have fallen for the "Attractant 
10" pitch and sent in your $25, 
don't get your hopes up or your 
trousers down. 
On the other hand, who knows, 
you might get lucky. Just be 
sure that she is an adult, con- 
senting moth. 
Royko is a columnist for toe 
Chicago Tribune. 
courses they want or need at 
Bowling Green. 
The struggle for primacy be- 
tween teaching and research 
has long been a problem. Ad- 
ministrations have created a 
"publish or perish" situation for 
faculty, with both the quality of 
instruction and quantity of a- 
vailable sections and course 
offerings suffering as a result 
But this should not be the case. 
By definition, a faculty member 
ought to devote half of his/her 
time to researching and half to 
teaching. Ideally, both should be 
done well. Without research, 
there would be nothing to teach 
and, without an income from 
teaching, there would be little 
opportunity to research. The two 
must complement each other; 
one should not be sacrificed for 
the other. 
Brian Womer 
Histor 
assistani 
y department graduate 
isistant 
Respond 
- The BG News editorial 
page is your campus 
forum. 
Letters to the editor 
should be a maximum of 
200-300 words in length and 
should be typewritten, 
doable-spaced, and signed. 
Please address all sub- 
missions to; 
Editorial Editor 
The BG News 
2M West Hall 
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Credit issue Carrel windows removed 
scrutinized 
by Linda Hoy 
city editor 
City residents voiced both 
criticism and approval of a pro- 
posed 50 percent elimination of 
the tax credit at the City Council 
meeting last night. 
; Legislation partially eliminat- 
ing the tax credit for Bowling 
Green residents who work out- 
side the city comes on the heels 
of last month's defeat of a .375 
income tax increase on the gen- 
eral election ballot. The propos- 
al received its second reading at 
the meeting. 
Although residents recognized 
the city's need for additional 
funding, some people questioned 
the rationale in singling out one 
group for revenue. 
"My concern over the tax 
credit issue is that this is a tem- 
porary fix," said Craig Longley, 
608 Orleans Ave. "If is going 
after a small segment of the 
population." 
Scott Slater, 942 N. Main St., 
said partial elimination of the 
credit would require those em- 
ployed outside the city, some 
eying a higher percentage of 
ies than those working in 
town, to pay even more money. 
"I think you're picking on one 
particular group, Slater said. 
"I think there are other areas 
for revenue raising." 
Supporters of eliminating the 
credit argued that because resi- 
dents who live in Bowling Green 
reap the benefits of city ser- 
vices, they should pay taxes to 
the city. 
Don Norris, 1009 Village Dr., 
said he is in favor of total elim- 
ination of the credit because 
people should pay for services 
they are receiving. 
"It is not a matter of double 
taxation. It is a matter of 
choice," Norris said, adding 
that residents who work in 
Toledo have the option of work- 
ing in town. 
Jeff Fallon, 260 S. Enterprise 
St., said 50 percent reduction is 
"a step in the right direction." 
"Please remember the burden 
is on your local government to 
provide the services," Fallon 
said. 
Longley said 50 percent elim- 
ination ot the credit will gener- 
ate money but may also nave a 
"detrimental" effect in the long- 
run by dissuading people from 
living in Bowling Green. 
CraigMcClanahan, 400 E. Na- 
poleon Rd., said eliminating the 
credit may result in lower real 
estate values. 
"It would make the city less 
desirable to live in for quite a 
few people," McClanahan said. 
Norris said even if people 
work outside the city, they 
should pay for services received 
in Bowling Green, such as trash 
pickup and police protection. 
by Ivan Grogarr 
waft reporter 
The removal of glass panels from the 
research carrels onttesevetttB and eighth 
Boor ot the Jerome Library has caused 
sonsestudents to feel their privacy is being 
"This is a public building andli (stu- 
dents) want privacy, don'tsome to the li- 
brary ." said Vt.il Mercto, student security 
anddreuiationdeakwnployee.   .-. 
each semester to graduate stoaents who 
apply for their use. When these students 
are not using their carrels, they are open 
SbJEfenuy atoo aprty at thfeJaMn- 
oiog Of each semester for tockea hook 
trucks to store computer disks, text books, 
wallets aM other personal belongings at 
theffiwary. 
Last spring and again this semester, 
there was a rash of people taking locked 
book trucks Into the carrels and breaking 
into them, according to Mary Beth Za- 
chary, bead of circulation department 
Zschary said Chat once locked book 
trucks have been broken into, they have to 
bereptacedatacostof$2S«to»30(5each. 
toaAiitkntotheft.inappror^tebehav- 
kr was occurring in the carrels. 
"Unwanted advances and intimate be- 
havior had been occurring up there," Za- 
removal of the glass panels was 
"the least intrusive method we could do to 
protect the patrons and toe materials 
found to toe library," according to Za- 
chary. 
Matt Cox, senior finance major, said the 
removal "is pretty distracting, wilh people 
going by and looking in. It can actually en- 
courage theft as people took to to see If 
you're gone." 
Zachary said the library could have 
made more drastic changes bat the staff 
didn't want to Inconvenience students. 
The desks are frequeoUy being damaged 
and the locks on the desks to the carrels 
have to be replaced on a regular basis due 
to vandalism, according to Zachary. 
"H we dkto't do tins, things could be 
much worse," Zachary said. 
John A. Deck, senior mass communica- 
tions and political science major, said that 
since the glass panda were removed 
"people don t use them as much, because 
you can get distracted sod you cant get 
absolute quiet and privacy." 
Zachary said the library- does not have to 
provide individual study space for | 
"We have an obligation to provide as 
much space to use the materials to the B- 
brary,Trshe said. "We don't have an obli- 
gation te.provide private space." 
Michelle Wilson, junior management In- 
formation systems and Jntermflonal busi- 
ness major, said she agreed with the re- 
moval of the glass panels. 
"It's good because there is no writing on 
the walls and it is easy to see if the carrels 
are being used. It shouldn't have an effect 
on the students," she said. 
Master Plan  
D Continued from page 1. 
Gordon, however, said he 
thought quite a few Greek units 
would want to leave campus in 
order to escape University 
rules. 
"My understanding is that at 
least some of the fraternities are 
able to do off-campus what they 
cannot do on-campus. Because 
of that, we may have a migra- 
tion off-campus so they can do 
those things," Gordon ex- 
plained. Quinn said University alcohol 
regulations may be one of the 
factors in motivating organiza- 
tions to move off-campus. 
Several other issues were 
raised at the meeting, including 
the need for more condomin- 
iums in the city, the possible ex- 
tension of Scott Hamilton 
Avenue and future occupation of 
the deserted Heinz ketchup fac- 
tory lot. 
The final public hearing for 
the master plan will be In late 
January, Quinn announced, and 
council would vote on the docu- 
ment at the first meeting in 
March. 
USG  
D Continued from page 1. 
added the topic to the list, but 
the bill would reinforce USG's 
>rt for it. 
luring   discussion, Senator 
suppor 
DUriklK   umuoa u...      I»I»™
BUI English said he thought the 
topic would be too complex for 
freshmen. 
World Student Association 
representative Craig Taliaferro 
countered the argument and 
said in order for freshmen and 
other entering students to be 
sensitive to the issue and able to 
recognize it, they must know 
aboutit. 
The government also passed a 
bill supporting the director of 
public safety's budget request 
tor the next fiscal year, and 
asked other University offices to 
support the request. 
A final piece of legislation 
called for support of the current 
course repeat policy. 
Academic Affairs Coordinator 
Brian Gadd said, "The changes 
are going to do a whole lot more 
harm than good." 
"If you have a course you 
want to repeat, I suggest you 
take it next semester. *~ 
x*enedef,e 
* 352-4663 * 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
S3.25 MINIMUM 
1432 E. woosier 
^ 
OPEN: 
MON.-SAT. 
1:00 a.m. -1:00 a.m. 
SUN 
Noon-MiriniKhl 
*» - Me - Q** 
Free Coke With 
Any 9" Sub Purchase 
Free Coke With 
Any 9" Sub Purchase 
P............ ....———-^ 
EXAM SPECIAL 
Sunday, Dec. 4 thru Thursday, Dec. 8 
Sunday, Dec.11 thru Thursday, Dec. J5 
Study and Relax in the privacy 
of your own room at 
BEST WESTERN 
Falcon Pla (IrxMpnnth/ owned and operated) 
(located across from Harshman Dorm) 
$21." 
per night for a single or a double room 
Includes:    * Early check-in and late check-out times 
'Continental Breakfast 
•Coffee available 24 hours 
Campus 
Pollyeyes 
"fl Gathering Ptoce" 
Late Niters - we mill be open until 3:00 am 
Sunday, Dec. 11 thru Saturday Dec. 17 
Advance reservations required and 
present veld BQSU ID al check In 
Non students nol aUglble 352-4674 
, 
$3.75 
Any small 10 Inch 
Pan Pizza with 
one Item 
Extra items 70'   $5.20 value 
Campus Pollyeyaa    352-9638 
! $7.50 
I  Rnu Large 14 Inch 
I  Two item Pan Pizza & 
J  One Quart of Coke 
I   Extra items 1.20   $10.00 value 
Campua Pollyayaa   352-9638 
December 12-16 
ocations 
to serve you better. 
More $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
Money for your books at: 
University Bookstore 
Monday - Friday 
8:00 am - 7:00 pm 
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 
Student Union 
1st Floor 
Monday - Friday 
8:00am - 5:00 pm 
The Smith Corona Correcting Cassette?. 
We've reformed the 
correction system. 
Prisoners of old-fashioned 
correction systems, freedom is 
here. 
Smith Corona's Correcting 
Cassette means an end to 
twists, tangles and fumbles. 
It's an easy-to-load, drop-in 
correction tape you can insert in 
mere seconds. 
There are no spools to 
unwind. No complicated thread- 
ing. No more muttering under 
your breath. It's that simple. 
What's just as simple is 
our Right Ribbon System." It 
simply prevents you from 
using the wrong combination 
of ribbon and correcting 
cassette. 
You'll find our Correcting 
Cassette and Right Ribbon 
System on the Smith Corona 
SL 600 typewriter. 
You'll also find lots of other 
great features on the SL 600- 
like the Spell-Right1 "50,000 
word electronic dictionary, full 
line correction,WordEraser' 
and more. 
You might expect a type- 
writer this sophisticated to cost 
a bundle, but the SL 600 is 
surprisingly affordable. 
All of which makes it 
one of the best values 
you can find today. 
Case closed. 
IB CORONK 
For more iniormiuon on Inn product, write to Smith Corona Corporation. 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan. CT 06840 
or Smith Corona (Canada Ltd.1.440 Tapicott Road, Scarborough. Ontario. Canada M1B1Y4. 
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BGJHS parents 
form CAT group 
by Unda Hoy 
city editor 
Bowling Green Junior High 
School parents have formed a 
support group to assist students 
in their educational progress. 
Concerned Adult Team (CAT) 
will chaperone dances and field 
trips, plan student and teacher 
recognition projects and assist 
teachers, said Liz Larranaga, 
organizer of the group. 
"If you can alleviate some of 
the work from teachers, it ena- 
bles them to better use their 
time with the students," Lar- 
ranaga said. 
Larranaga, whose son, Jay, is 
an eighth grader, said the group 
was formed last month because 
parents noticed a lack of parti- 
cipation at the junior high 
school. 
Donald Morrison, junior high 
principal, said for the past eight 
years there has been a decline in 
parents' participation in their 
children's education. 
Although parental in- 
volvement at the elementary 
level is still high, interest at the 
Snior high level has dropped, 
orrison said. 
He said the increasing number 
of working parents has contri- 
buted to the decline of parent in- 
volvement, he said. 
"We see a decline in the time 
that the parent can devote to the 
student and follow up on his 
work," he said. 
Morrison said some parents 
see a student's education as the 
teacher's concern and have not 
responded to progress reports. 
"When we send progress re- 
ports we ordinarily expect some 
sort of response," he said. "The 
general trend has been less in- 
volvement and, we feel, less 
communication with the 
school." 
Morrison said CAT should re- 
sult in immediate feedback be- 
tween parents and students and 
lead to more communication be- 
tween parents and teachers. 
Teachers are more receptive 
to working with a parent whom 
they know will follow up with ac- 
tion, he said. 
"Hopefully, CAT will benefit 
the students and the teachers 
educationally," he said. 
Larranaga said CAT has sent 
out questionnaires to teachers 
"to find out what their needs are 
and how this group could better 
help them." 
photo/Pat Mlngarelli Reading and Writing 
Keri Hubbard. freshman elementary education major, reads over what she has written for the proficiency 
exam in the Business Administration Building this weekend. Hubbard said she thought the exam was easy. 
Rape T~ 
D Continued from page 1. 
"You can't call two minutes of 
sexual gratification an even 
trade for more than two years of 
torment," she said. 
She said it was hard accepting 
that she lost her virginity to 
Scott, but the experience scar- 
red her more emotionally than 
physically. 
"The worst thing about it is 
how it affects future re- 
lationships. I didn't want to get 
close to anyone," she said. 
Besides dealing with guilt, 
victims sometimes have to func- 
tion in an environment where 
they see their assailant, accord- 
ing to the Campus Voice article. 
Jenny said she is one of those 
victims. She said when she sees 
Scott  on  campus,   she  turns 
away. 
'1 try hard not to think about 
it and I will go to any extreme to 
avoid him. I still cannot get my- 
self to look at his face," she said. 
"If that had happened today I 
would have turned him in. I 
know now that when I say no, I 
mean it—and I have the right to 
do so," she said. 
Keep Your Eyes On TV27 Weeknights At 5:30p.m. 
THE UNIVERSITY FORUM 
Where is Topeka? What is the 
capital of Louisiana? Where 
arc the Appalachian Moun- 
tains? How many Great Lakes 
are there? Dr. George J. 
Demko. director, Office of 
the Geographer. U.S. Depart- 
ment of State, talks about the 
general lack of information on 
geography 
Tuesday, December 6 
(Repeats at II p.m.) 
ART BEAT 
Enjoy the art and culture of 
the area vicariously as Art 
Beat host Marcia Brown in- 
terviews artists, visits exhibits 
and attends concerts Also, 
sec some unique art forms, 
not found in formal museums 
or legitimate theatres but in 
craft shops and street fairs. 
Wednesday, December 7 
(Repeats at 11 p.m.) 
TIME OUT 
If you couldn't travel with the 
Falcon teams, watch Time 
Out to get a recap of the icers' 
weekend series at Ferris State, 
the men's basketball game at 
Boston University and the 
women's basketball game 
against Eastern Kentucky. 
Thursday, December 8 
VIEWPOINT 
Underground storage tanks 
are an integral part of our 
industrial society, yet they fre- 
quently leak. Learn about the 
long term and short term ef- 
fects of contaminated water 
and soil caused by undetect- 
ed leaks from these under- 
ground storage tanks. 
Friday, December 9 
OHIO BUSINESS 
OUTLOOK 
Members of the corporate 
community, in Bowling 
Green for the dedication of 
the new wing of the Business 
Administration Building, 
share their expertise in plan- 
ning, positioning and maneu- 
vering in the business world. 
Monday, December 12 
(Repeats at 11 p.m.) 
WBGU 
TV27 
Speaker 
opposes 
U.S. aid 
by Ivan Groger 
staff reporter 
A representative of the 
revolutionary forces in El 
Salvador will speak 
against U.S. involvement 
in that country's civil war 
on Dec. 12 at the United 
Christian Fellowship 
Church. 
Jaime Suriano, a 
speaker on behalf of the 
Farabundo Marti National 
Liberation 
Front/Democratic Revo- 
lutionary Front, will ad- 
dress this and other issues 
involving El Salvador and 
the United States. 
Leslie Schuld, midwest 
regional director of the 
Committee in Solidarity 
with the people of El Sal- 
vador, said since the war 
began in 1980, the U.S. has 
Sient $3.6 billion in aid to 
I Salvador to help fight 
the civil war. 
According to Schuld, 
Suriano will speak on the 
economic, political and mi- 
litary crisis in El Salvador, 
the revolutionaries' view- 
points and the March 1989 
presidential elections. 
Schuld said Suriano be- 
lieves the major objective 
of the U.S. in El Salvador 
has been to politically and 
militarily win support for 
the U.S.- nurtured Chris- 
tian Democrat govern- 
ment. 
Jesus Acosta, a member 
of Central America Sup- 
port Association of Bowl- 
ing Green, said, "Once you 
know the history of El Sal- 
vador, it is very dissatisfy- 
ing seeing what the Rea- 
§an administration has 
one." 
The presentation on El 
Salvador is open to the 
?ublic and will be held at 
:30 p.m. Monday in the 
basement of the UCF 
Building, 312 Thurstin Ave. 
HOLIDAY CRAFT 
FAIR 
*&      Today     )& 
^       and       ^3 
Tomorrow 
10 a.m.-6 p.m. 
Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom 
University Union 
Many Great 
Christmas Gifts. 
UPDflT€ 
3rd Floor Union 
372-2343 
MARDI GRAS 
is coming! 
• *      *      *      * 
Sat., February 4th 
* *      *      *      * 
We'll be 
looking for you 
MINI-COURSES 
and 
TRAVEL 
Have a GREAT 
committee week! 
wishes everyone 
Good Luck on exams 
HAVE 
A SUPER 
BREAK! 
ASK SANTA FOR $$$ 
Daytona Beach, Fla. 
Fit, March 17 through 
Sun., March 26 
• FULL PACKAGE * 
(Bus and Hotel) 
$232 
• U-DR1VE PACKAGE • 
(hotel only) 
$157 
Watch for more info. 
Get PSYCHED 
For next semester's 
MOVIES 
COCKTAIL • BIG • 
IMAGINE • DIE HARD 
and Many, Many More 
RESERVE   OFFICERS' TRAINING   CORPS 
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES. 
If you're a freshman or sophomore with 
good grades, apply now for an Army 
ROTC scholarship. It pays off during 
college. And afterwards. 
ARMY ROTC 
CONTACT ARMY ROTC 
372-2476 
ROOM 151 MEMORIAL HALL 
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE 
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE. 
woocAond fiwfl 
•o—tCWf- 
cinema 
354 0558 
FRESH HORSES PG-13 
EVENINGS 7 00 9 35 
ERNEST SAVES 
CHRISTMAS PG 
EVENINGS 7 15 9 30 
THE LAND IEFOBE TIME 
EVENINGS 6 45 8:25 
CHILD'S PLAY 
EVENINGS 7 05 945 
THE NAKED ©UN PG-13      j 
EVENINGS 6 50 9 20     M 
\» 
YOU can be a part of sending our B.G.H.S. 
Marching Band to Florida for the Hall of Fame 
Bowl. Being invited to participate is an honor and is 
sure to be a never-to-be-forgotten experience. 
BUY YOUR GAS AT NEWMAN'S MARATHON 
*2.00 DONATED WITH 10 GAL OR MORE PURCHASE! 
—USE THIS HANDY COy_PON—_         
Pm—nl Ihm pMp* coupon *fmn you rmko yout nmt gmokm pwrc>W« oi 10 got Of from* 
NEWMAN'S MARATHON      1ZS 
Operation: Fuel The Bobcat Band To Florida! 
Group: Bowling Green High School Bobcat Band, 
"Hall of Fame Bowl Bound!" 
Profiting Band Member. 
Person Pledging  
Addreia  
Oate. 
1 TO* BOMS Boocai Band ** 
•am ■ donation HUM on rha 
loaf numbar of gaaona of lud 
purcnaaad dunng our groups 
Jiiiajniia Oparaaon Fuel »» 
Band lo Florida lima ai 
NEWMAN'S MARATHON 
1 GarMcak) ■ lo Da piaaamad » 
tiaaaamnnanha Una rm Krai 
purcnaaa « mada 
3 Tha mora pladpa coupons you 
uaa, Via mora Tha Bobcat Band 
nWaamiohalpOafcayaapanaai 
lor ma mamoan ot ^a band 
I PURCHASE 10 OALLOW8-t2.00 WILL BE DONATED I 
NcmtmOK 15 yw cm ire* iw meec a M BOMSBooclSandHyconp«*v»"«Wo»Coupe 
«K» /btno' a MmvTt MtraAon Witch la «J"wW coupon r I7» BO Mm" 
Thanh you lor your 
ganaroua tuppon 
BOMS BOBCAT BAND 
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE 
• TRAVIS BROCK - PUBLICITY DIRECTOR • 
SVSU 
• JOE DRIEHAUS - VICE PRESIDENT, 
• DAN SCHULLER - CONTEMPORARY ISSUES DIRECTOR • 
ON YOUR HBH BJfft®  POSITIONS* 
Your fellow board members wish you 
the best of luck - we know you'll 
be GREAT! 
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Amani history shows 
minority awareness 
by Debbie Hippie 
staff reporter 
A few paintings are all that 
remain of the University's min- 
ority hangout from the 1970's. 
David Maley, manager of the 
Commons dining hall, said the 
Amani Room, in the lower level 
of the Northeast Commons, was 
opened in 1970 as a place where 
minority students felt they could 
"hangout." 
Maley, manager of the Amani 
Room from 1973 to 1978, said the 
name "Amani" was taken from 
the Swahili phrase. "House of 
Peace." The snack bar was dec- 
orated with a "racial unity" 
theme that featured African 
decorations, including paintings 
representing each race on cam- 
pus and "I nave a dream" wall 
hangings of Martin Luther King 
Jr., Maley said. 
The paintings in the Amani's 
activity room are all that re- 
main to attest to its history. 
"There was a lot of ethnic 
awareness going on ... the 70s 
was a different time. R was 
right after the Kent State thing 
and that's why it was remodeled 
into the Amani," Maley said. 
In the 1960s, the facility was 
called "Rathskeller," the Ger- 
man name for nightclubs where 
English rock-n-roll bands 
played. 
In the 1970s, the German decor 
was replaced and the facility 
was renamed the "Amani 
Room." 
Although the snack bar be- 
came a meeting place for black 
"Things weren't really 
hostile. I do remember some 
fights but there was a lot 
going on at the time — the 
civil rights movement and the 
Vietnam War." 
-Clarence Terry, director of 
Minority Recruitment 
students in the 1970s, Josie 
Vollmar, current manager of 
the Amani Room, said she be- 
lieves the attitudes of the past 
were different than those ot to- 
day's students. 
"Back in the Seventies, atti- 
tudes were more violent, very 
militant and (black students) 
wanted to be served first, but 
you don't notice it so much 
now," Vollmar said. 
Clarence Terry, director of 
Minority Recruitment, was a 
University student at the time 
and said he believes world 
events had a lot to do with how 
students behaved. 
"Things weren't really hos- 
tile. I do remember some fights 
but there was a lot going on at 
the time — the civil rights 
movement and the Vietnam 
War. There were more demon- 
strations than there are now," 
he said. 
Even though the only music 
played at the Amani was "white 
music," in the 1970s, Terry said 
"it was the only place we had to 
go." 
Terry said he agrees the atti- 
tudes of the day have changed. 
Happy Holidays! I 
Looking for that special Christmas ^ 
gift to take home? r"^ 
stop in the FLOWER BASKET   » 
and we can help. 
"There was more blatant ra- 
cism than what's occurring 
now," he said. 
"It's a change of times," 
Maley added. 
Many organizations, such as 
the National Association for the 
Advancement of Colored Peo- 
Blotter 
City 
8le, the Black Student Union and 
le Board of Black Cultural Ac- 
tivities, still hold meetings in the 
Amani Activity Room, vollmar 
said. 
In spite of the changing times, 
Linda Jones, junior accounting 
major, said some minority stu- 
dents believe the hangout is still 
needed. 
"We need someplace where 
we can go and meet with 
someone of our own ethnic 
background. It always helps to 
be with people and 'chill' tor a 
while," sne said. 
DTimothy C. Fogel and Daniel 
R. Baisch, 203 Mooney, were ar- 
rested Friday for criminal tre- 
spassing in the 400 block of 
Lehman Avenue, police said. 
Douglas B. Panning, 328 
Bromfield, was cited Saturday 
for littering after police said 
they observed him carrying a 
glass and throwing it on the 
ground in the 100 block of North 
Main Street. 
UA resident of the 200 block of 
Eberly Street reported the 
Christmas lights were stolen off 
of her bushes Sunday. 
DA resident of the 1400 block 
of Clough Street reported Sun- 
day that food from two area res- 
taurants was delivered to her 
which she did not order. Two 
other restaurants called her to 
confirm orders she did not place 
either. 
CKerri A. Beany, of Picker- 
ington, was cited for littering 
Sunday after police said they 
observed her drop a beer bottle 
on the front lawn of a residence 
at the corner of Manville and 
Third Avenues. 
Campus 
a University maintenance 
workers were performing minor 
repairs on a trash truck at the 
maintenance building near the 
landfill Thursday morning when 
welding sparks started a small 
fire in the bed of the truck. They 
dumped the load in the truck and 
extinguished the flames. There 
was no damage to the vehicle. 
OTwo Panasonic Camcorders 
were reported stolen from a tool 
room in the Technology Building 
Thursday morning. The 
cameras were valued at $2,800. 
There are no suspects. 
DA VCR was reported stolen 
from a classroom in the Educa- 
tion and Allied Professions 
Building Monday afternoon. 
There are no suspects; the re- 
corder was valued at $355. 
DUniversity police in- 
vestigated a fight in Anderson 
Hall early Friday morning. A 
boyfriend and girlfriend were 
fighting loudly but no physical 
blows were exchanged. Police 
advised the two parties to stay 
away from each other the rest of 
the night and referred them to 
Standards and Procedures. 
DWhile using a paper cutter in 
the Student Services Building 
Friday morning, a student cut 
his thumb and tainted. He was 
transported to Wood County 
Hospital for treatment. □When paying a $0.25 fine at 
the Jerome Library, a student 
used a $10 bill which was allege- 
dly altered to be a $100 bill. The 
bill was confiscated and placed 
in evidence storage. University 
police will contact the Secret 
Service later this week. □Joseph A. and Timothy T. 
Rudnicki, both of Toledo, were 
apprehended and charged with 
petit theft after they were ob- 
served taking aluminum scraps 
from a fenced area behind the 
Plant Operations Building Fri- 
day afternoon. Timothy was also 
cited for driving with a suspen- 
ded license and consuming alco- 
hol. He was turned over to Ore- 
gon city police on an active war- 
rant. □University police received a 
report of suspected marijuana 
use from the staff of Dunbar 
Hall Friday evening. Suspects 
consented to a search and a 
small amount of what appeared 
to be marijuana was allegedly 
found on a visitor to the room, 
Joseph E. McHugh, of Toledo. 
The officers performed a field 
test of the substance and it 
tested positive. McHugh was 
cited for possession of mari- 
juana. A court date was set for 
Dec. 12. □A window on the south side 
of the Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity 
House was broken early Satur- 
day morning when bricks were 
thrown through it. There were 
no witnesses to the incident, 
which caused $50 damage. □William Santor, of Youngs- 
town, was cited for disorderly 
conduct after he was observed 
urinating in public in Lot G near 
the Campus Safety Building 
early Saturday morning. 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. MAIN NO COVER 
Mike Katon 
Wednesday thru Saturday 
December 7-10 
Howard's is a Designated Driver Participant 
Band updates on BG 5 
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TERRIFIC 
TUESDAY 
1 12" 
1 item 
Pizza 
only 
$4.00 
• 
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• 
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352-1539 
additional items 80* 
each 
No coupon necessary. 
Valid Tuesdays only. 
Not valid with other 
offers. 
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Research increasing 
Federal funds feed University programs 
by Tracy Richards 
staff reporter 
Although the Reagan adminis- 
tration cut grant funding in 1962. 
the number of federally-funded 
research programs has been in- 
creasing at the University for 
the past six years. 
Christopher Dunn, director of 
Research Services, said federal 
research money contributed to 
the University increased from 
$2.7 million to $5.2 million in 
1968. 
Dunn said the figures are 
measured based on a five-month 
period between July and ending 
in late November. 
"Last year, one out of every 
four faculty members partici- 
pated in some sort of researcher 
project activity," Dunn said. 
He said the government de- 
pends on universities for its 
research. While the University 
does not operate a federally- 
funded laboratory on-campus 
like many colleges, the Univer- 
sity does work on individual 
programs for the government. 
Dunn said Research Services 
has been working on a five-year 
plan since 1984 to bring more 
grants to the University. 
"The government sends out 
"A modern university must work 
diligently in research to remain 
competitive." 
-Carmen Fioravanti, professor of biological 
sciences 
incredible amounts of research 
information once every six 
months to a year." he said."We 
make sure specific information 
is brought to faculty members 
who have special research in- 
terests." 
Dunn said the plan is designed 
to increase the number of pro- 
posals or requests the faculty 
makes to the government, in- 
crease the number of successful 
proposals and increase money 
the government awards the Un- 
iversity for a project. 
New faculty members are 
partially responsible for the in- 
creased participation, he said. 
According to Dunn, one of the 
highest grants at the University 
has been awarded to Michael 
A.J. Rodgers, professor of pho- 
tochemical sciences and the Un- 
iversity's recipient of the Emin- 
ent Scholar Award. 
This year, Rodgers will re- 
ceive   $378,728   for   different 
Preferred Properties 
835 High St.    352-9378 
Office Hours: 9:00-4:30 Mon. - Fri. 
Immediate 
Housing Openings 
Free Membership to Cherrywood Health Spa 
projects in the field of photo- 
chemistry. 
The projects deal with "the 
interaction between light and 
chemical and biological materi- 
als," Rodgers said. 
His investigations include the 
effect of light on cancer cells, 
light within vision cells and the 
ways in which light can be 
stored for later use. 
"Research contributes to the 
department," Rodgers 
said. "It's important for a Uni- 
versity to be recognized for its 
research." 
Carmen Fioravanti, professor 
of biological sciences, is also 
participating In a research 
grant. 
Fioravanti is investigating 
parasitic worms to determine 
how they generate energy. He 
said he hopes to discover new 
drugs which may improve 
health in humans and animals 
through the research. 
Stressing the importance of 
research, Fioravanti said it up- 
dates professors and enables 
them to bring a moderate un- 
derstanding of the research to 
their students. 
"Students in a classroom ex- 
perience are given further in- 
sight into what science is all 
about," he said."A modern uni- 
versity must work diligently in 
research to remain competi- 
tive." 
Flu shots recommended 
by Christian Thompson 
staff reporter 
Students who dislike shots may prefer the 
short-lived pain to the loss of vacation and class 
time caused by the flu. 
"Anyone who is concerned about getting the 
flu tills winter should get a vaccine as soon as 
possible," said Josh Kaplan, director of the 
Student Health Center. 
Kaplan said a report was sent out by the 
Center for Disease Control concerning this 
year's flu vaccine, which is highly recom- 
mended for people in the high risk group — 
adults and children with chronic heart and lung 
"Children and teenagers who are taking as- 
pirin to treat other diseases are also encour- 
aged to get the vaccine in order to avoid Reye's 
syndrome," he said. 
According to the CDCs report, last year's 
vaccine should not be used again because flu 
virus strains mutate each year. This year's 
vaccine will be useful in fighting three different 
viruses — two of which are called type A strain 
and one type B strain. 
Students can obtain vaccines at the Student 
Health Center, provided they wait 15 minutes 
after the shot to be observed for possible side ef- 
fects. Kaplan said. 
"The vaccine should not be given to people 
who are severely allergic to eggs or those who 
have high fevers," Kaplan said. 
He decribed flu symptoms as a sudden fever, 
sore throat and a non-productive or dry cough. 
Pains in the front of the chest are also common 
symptoms but should be checked if shortness 
breath occurs, doe to the possibility of pneu- 
monia. 
"Students can combat the flu by taking Ty- 
lenol, drinking lots of fluids and getting plenty 
of bed-rest," Kaplan said. "Many students say 
they feel like they're dying — even though ft 
may not be that serious, they should still be ex- 
amined." 
Hearsay reaps award 
Speech and hearing magazine triumphs 
by Jeff Batdorf 
staff reporter 
It may be unwise to spread 
gossip, but a University de- 
partment chair won an award 
forpublishing Hearsay. 
Wayne Secord, chairman of 
the University 
department of 
communica- 
tion disorders 
and editor of 
Hearsay 
magazine, was 
awarded the 
1988 Award for 
Outstanding 
Clinical A- 
chievement in 
Human Communication Scienc- 
es and Disorders on Nov. 18. 
"I was very shocked when I 
got it. I feel it s a blessing in life 
when you are awarded for some- 
thing that you enjoy doing," Se- 
cordsaid. 
Secord 
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• Only 9 class meetings on the campus. 
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• Class sessions taught by 
Gwynne Stoner Rife and 
Cynthia Stong-Groat. 
Their specialties are marine biology. 
Classes: 
Wednesday, 5:30-7:30 p.m. 
112 Life Science Bldg. 
Program Broadcasts: 
Tuesday & Thursday, 6 p.m. or 
repeats on Saturday, 4 p.m. 
Also available at BGSU library. 
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call Continuing Education 372-8181 
The award was presented by 
the American Speech-Language 
and Hearing Association at Its 
national convention in Boston. 
The magazine, which be start- 
ed in 1985, is staffed by 52 vol- 
unteers and covers state news in 
the speech and hearing field, Se- 
cord said. 
"This is the number one (spe- 
cialized) publication in the 
United States and it ranks right 
next to many national journals 
(which) just simply shows what 
can be done with a team ap- 
proach," Secord said. 
He said the magazine is dis- 
tributed twice a year to univer- 
sities, hospitals and hearing 
clinics at 5,000 locations na- 
tionwide. 
The idea for the magazine was 
presented to him by the Ohio 
Speech and Hearing Association 
in 1985, after the organization 
learned he had written several 
books about the field. 
"It's a challenge, but I felt it 
could come together," Secord 
said. 
The   organization   provided 
$20,000 to fund the publication 
when it began in 1985, one-fifth 
of the organization's revenue for 
the year. He said the magazine 
now pays for itself through ad- 
vertising. 
He credits the magazine for an 
increase in membership in the 
state association, which grew 
from 1,500 members in 1985 to 
2,000 members this year. 
"This impact in the pub- 
lication gives Ohio and Bowling 
Green national attention," Se- 
cord said. 
He said his position as editor 
of Hearsay has led to another job opportunity. 
According to Secord, the pub- 
lishing company Harcourt- 
Brace-Jovanovich asked him to 
be editor of a national pub- 
lication covering the same con- 
tent as the magazine. 
He said he is unsure whether 
he will accept the offer because 
he is working on several 
projects at the University and 
may not have time. 
He also said his role as editor 
of Hearsay magazine could be in 
Jeopardy if he accepted the posi- 
ion. 
"This means I might have to 
give this (Hearsay) up and I 
want it to last," Secord said. 
gipiFrra THE MOVIE 
Since you can't see them LIVE 
don't miss the movie.  Presented to 
you in 4 channel stereo surround sound. 
Tonite is popcorn nite Nightly at 7:15 
All popcorn 1/2 price and 9:15 
Happy Holidays 
The time of year is fast approaching when you'll be celebrating 
the Holiday season and the coming New Year with friends and 
loved ones. 
Perhaps, there is more for you to celebrate because you've 
interviewed with Marriott Corporation; and you're looking 
forward to your future with the quality leader in the lodging 
and food services industry. 
If you haven't interviewed with us, please call our toll free 
number. 
MARRIOTT COLLEGE HOT LINE 
1-800-638-6707 ext. 82500 
8AM-5PMEST 
If you prefer, please write or tend your resume to: Marriott 
College Relations, Marriott Drive, 
Dept. 835-CAP, Washington, DC 20058. 
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Warming trend studied 
Greenhouse effect solution needs cooperation 
COLUMBUS (AP) — A long-term solution to the 
"greenhouse effect" will take the cooperation of 
government, business and the private sector, the 
head of the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio 
said Monday. 
PUCO chief Thomas Chema said, however, that 
exact solutions to the warming effect, which could 
ultimately wreak havoc on individuals, agricul- 
ture, business and the ability of utilities to produce 
power, are not readily available. 
Global warming was the topic of a three-hour 
forum sponsored by the PUCO, at which experts in 
the field spoke. 
"I ended the forum by asking, 'Where do we go 
from here?' " Chema said. "It's a good question 
which few are prepared quite yet to answer." 
Chema said those who spoke, including Dr. Les- 
ter B. Lave of Carnegie Mellon University in Pitts- 
burgh, Dr. Irving Mfntzer of the World Resources 
Institute and others, urged conservation as a 
short-term solution to decrease carbon dioxide 
emissions, which have, in part, caused the green- 
house effect, so called because of the long-term 
warming it creates. 
Allowing the climate to warm unchecked, he 
said, will 'put us at risk to major changes in the 
underlying economy in Ohio." 
Warming causes droughts, which affects agri- 
culture, as well as manufacturing. 
One proposal discussed at the session would be 
to move away from the use of coal to natural gas, 
he said. But that leads to other problems, including 
sharp increases in the cost of natural gas as well as 
the fate of the coal industry. 
The PUCO will begin its efforts to fight the 
warming with education, he said, but no specific 
plans on other action are on the drawing board. He 
said none of the experts at the session could dis- 
cuss costs nationwide or in Ohio. 
Greetings sent to Anderson 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A holi- 
day mail campaign for hostage 
Terry Anderson nas attracted 
more than 7,000 cards from vir- 
tually every state and overseas 
as he approaches his fourth 
Christmas in captivity in Le- 
banon, an organizer said Mon- 
day. 
"I attribute the big response 
to the fact that this is the season 
for it," said Jack LaVriha of 
Lorain, who is directing the card 
campaign with the Free Terry 
Anderson Committee. Anderson 
is a native of Lorain, about 30 
miles west of Cleveland. 
"Here we had Thanksgiving 
and a lot of people were giving 
thanks for the things we nave, 
the freedom we nave. With 
Christmas, we're aware of not 
only Terry but all the hostages 
ana all those less fortunate." 
Anderson, chief Middle East 
correspondent for The Associ- 
ated Press, has been a captive 
since March 16,1985. 
LaVriha, a retired newsman, 
said cards for Anderson have 
come from as far away as the 
Phillipines and from U.S. mili- 
tary post offices around the 
world. 
"We're getting a fantastic re- 
sponse from schools," said LaV- 
riha, who went to school with 
Anderson's father, Glenn An- 
derson, who died in 1968 during 
his son's first year of captivity. 
Anderson's brother also has died 
since Anderson became a hos- 
tage. 
The cards are to be delivered 
to U.S. Rep. Donald Pease, D-O- 
hlo. Pease plans to ship the 
cards to the State Department 
and urge that they be sent to Le- 
banon, according to his press 
secretary, Peg O'Laughlin. She 
said she didn't know where in 
Lebanon they might be sent. 
Frances Jones, spokeswoman 
for State Department's Bureau 
of Consular Affairs, said, "Un- 
fortunately, as a practical mat- 
ter it's impossible for us to de- 
liver cards because we don't 
know where the hostages are." 
She saidAn Nahar newspaper in 
Beirut has offered to receive 
mail on behalf of the hostages 
and suggested that the commit- 
tee might want to ship the cards 
there. 
"There is no assurance this 
mail would be passed on, but 
sometimes they print it,'' she 
said. 
LaVriha said the point of the 
campaign is to increase aware- 
ness that Anderson is still a hos- 
tage and to pressure his captors 
into releasing him. He said he 
thought Anderson might read 
newspaper accounts or see tele- 
vision stories about the cards. 
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Shuttle's secret mission 
ends, proves successful 
SPACE CENTER, Houston 
(AP) — The military astronauts 
aboard the space shuttle Atlan- 
tis planned to end their secret 
mission Tuesday, having de- 
ployed a powerful spy satellite 
over the Soviet Union, sources 
said Monday. 
NASA and Air Force officials 
have kept mum about the mis- 
sion, saving they would only 
break their silence to give 
24-hour notice on the shuttle's 
landing time or if a major prob- 
lem developed. 
Although no official word was 
heard from either agency by 
early Monday afternoon, a 
source demanding anonymity 
said the crew planned to land 
Tuesday afternoon at Edwards 
Air Force Base in California. 
The flight, under Air Force 
command, has been shrouded in 
secrecy since Atlantis blasted 
off Friday morning from Cape 
Canaveral, Fla. 
As the five military officers 
began their fourth day in orbit 
Monday morning, sources said 
the crew had successfully de- 
ployed a $500 million Lacrosse 
satellite over the weekend. 
The sources, who spoke on 
condition of anonymity, said tne 
satellite was operating well in 
an orbit that carries it over 80 
percent of the Soviet Union. De- 
ployment of the surveillance 
satellite was believed to be the 
military mission's chief goal. 
The satellite is said to be de- 
signed to gather extremely 
sharp all-weather radar images 
of Eastern Bloc military targets 
and would help American intel- 
ligence agencies monitor Soviet 
compliance with arms control 
treaties. 
Eventually, it also would 
serve as the "radar eye" for the 
new B-2 stealth bomber. That 
would eliminate a bomber 
crew's need to use the aircraft's 
own radar, which might disclose 
its location. 
Before Monday, no in-flight in- 
formation had been leaked to 
news agencies as it was during 
two earlier Defense Department 
shuttle missions. 
"It seems the Air Force and 
NASA have learned how to plug 
the leaks," one official said Sun- 
day, on condition he not be iden- 
tified. 
Several experiments aimed at 
defining man's role as an obser- 
ver in space also were believed 
to have been conducted during 
the flight, including testing of a 
hand-held optical device that 
resembles binoculars. 
The mission is commanded by 
Navy Cmdr. Robert L. Gibson. 
Atlantis' other crew members 
are Col. Richard M. Mullane, Lt. 
Col. Guy S. Gardner and Lt. Col. 
Jerry L. Ross of the Air Force 
and Navy Cmdr. William M. 
Shepherd. 
The mission is the 27th in the 
shuttle program, the third dedi- 
cated solely to the military and 
the second since the 1986 Chal- 
lenger explosion that killed sev- 
en astronauts and grounded 
flights for 32 months. 
At Cape Canaveral, plans for 
the next shuttle flight — set for 
Feb. 18 -suffered a setback last 
week when part of a rocket for 
boosting a communications 
satellite into orbit from the shut- 
tle Discovery was badly dam- 
aged. 
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FIFTH THIRDS AUTO LOAN. 
TT MAKES BUYINGACAR AS 
EASY AS CHILD'S PLAY. 
Buying a car can take a lot of 
time and decisions. There are so 
many choices, prices and deals lo 
think about. And then there's the 
loan to consider. 
That'swherewecomein.We 
can help keep things simple. In 
fact. Fifth Third has helped put 
more people behi nd the wheel than 
any other bank in Hancock County. 
Partly because of the rates we offer. 
But mostly because of our special 
style of personalized service 
CHOOSING OUR LOAN tm 
PERSONALREASONS. 
Whether you need a car, truck, 
trailer or recreation vehicle, Fifth 
Third can custom-make a loan to 
suit your needs. And because when 
it comes to making auto loans, we 
believe in going the distance, no 
matter who orwhere your dealer is, 
when you find the deal you want, 
you can get the loan you need. 
0-6O IN PRACTICALLY NO 
TIMEFLAT. 
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Banking Center for more informa- 
tion or an auto loan application 
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interest rate. If you don't have a 
One Account Plus, now you have 
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auto loan today. With our quick 
approval process, we'll have you 
on the road again in no time. 
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Former FBI agent jailed 
Ex-official incarcerated after refusing to testify at trial 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A former FBI 
agent who was the top agency contact for 
Jackie Presser's role as a Teamsters infor- 
mant was jailed Monday for refusing to tes- 
tify at the embezzlement and racketeering 
trial of two union officials. 
"My position is the same as Friday," 
Robert S. Friedrick told U.S. District Court 
Judge George W. White, who revoked Frie- 
drick's $1,000 bond and ordered him Jailed to 
force him to testify under a grant of immu- 
nity. 
Friedrick's attorney, William D. Beyer, 
has appealed the judge's contempt citation 
of Friday to the 6th U\S. Circuit Court of Ap- 
peals in Cincinnati. 
Government attorneys indicated they 
wanted to call Friedrick to the stand to 
prove that Presser's FBI informant "han- 
dlers" had never authorized the union hiring 
of "ghost employees," who were paid for do- 
ing no work. 
Stephen H. Jigger, a government pros- 
ecutor, said Friedrick's testimony was cru- 
cial because, of three Presser FBI "han- 
dlers," Friedrick sometimes was the only 
agent attending meetings with Presser and 
Anthony Hughes, a co-defendant and record- 
ing secretary of Teamsters Local 507 in 
Cleveland. 
Hughes and Harold Friedman, a Team- 
sters international vice president and presi- 
dent of Local 507, are charged with plotting a 
$700,000 scheme to hire "ghost employees." 
Presser, who was the Teamsters' interna- 
tional president, was indicted on similar 
charges but died July 9 before going on trial. 
After Friedrick, who was fired by the FBI 
in August 1986, repeated his unwillingness to 
testify to White, deputy U.S. marshals took 
him into custody. The U.S. Marshal's Ser- 
vice said he was taken to the Justice Center 
lockup. 
The judge said Friedrick could be jailed 
for up to 18 months for criminal contempt. 
Jigger also asked thejudge to consider de- 
laying the trial to give Friedrick time behind 
bars to reconsider his unwillingness to tes- 
tify. Jigger said the prosecution has Just one 
more witness to call. 
But Judge White delayed such a ruling, 
saying he would prefer to proceed with ar- 
guments Tuesday outside the jury's pres- 
ence on whether to allow jurors to see de- 
tailed charts which the prosecution wants to 
submit to display details of the alleged payr- 
oll padding scheme. 
The judge excused the jury until Wednes- 
day. 
Jigger lost a bid to have three swom 
statements by Friedrick admitted as evi- 
dence when the judge said the material was 
untrustworthy. 
Ohio drunken driving deaths still high 
COLUMBUS (AP) — Ohio 
safety experts on Monday ac- 
knowledged that efforts to dis- 
courage drunken driving have 
not produced a significant drop 
in fatalities. 
"We have seen a significant 
increase in alcohol and drug- 
related arrests and convictions 
and a decrease in crashes,"said 
William Denihan, director of the 
Ohio Department of Highway 
Safety. 
"Our frustration, that we all 
share, is that the fatalities have 
not gone down significantly as 
the crashes have gone down," 
Denihan said. 
He traced at least part of the 
reason to improved collection of 
statistics about alcohol and 
drug-related accidents stem- 
ming from a state law require- 
ment of hospitals and coroners. 
"We won't be satisfied until 
there are no ... drunk driving 
crashes occurrences in this 
country," Denihan said. 
He was joined by representa- 
tives of the State Highway Pa- 
trol and Ohio Mothers Against 
Drunk Driving at a news confer- 
ence outlining details of a $34,000 
federally-funded campaign ti- 
tled "Celebrate Today, Live for 
Tomorrow, Don't Drink and 
Drive." 
The campaign involves 
spreading that message through 
use of pocket and poster calen- 
dars, one million cocktail nap- 
kins and one million non- 
alcoholic recipe cards for non- 
alcoholic drinks. 
The material is to be distrib- 
uted by restaurants, hotels and 
motels, taverns, automobile 
clubs and gasoline stations 
statewide, along with several 
state government agencies. 
In addition, Mothers Against 
Drunk Driving is encouraging 
motorists to tie red ribbons to 
car antennas as a sign urging 
other motorists not to drink and 
drive. Ribbons will be distrib- 
uted at state liquor stores and 
will be displayed on highway pa- 
trol cruisers. 
News Briefs 
Com market increase 
possible, say supporters 
TOLEDO (AP) — An Ohio 
corn checkoff program could 
improve markets for com 
growers and increase de- 
mand for the crop, supporters 
of the measure said Monday. 
But at least two Ohio farm 
organizations opposing the 
measure contend it would not 
go far enough to help family 
farmers. 
"We need to expand the use 
and markets of corn so we 
can make more money in 
farming," said Michael Wag- 
ner, director of the Ohio Corn 
Growers Association, which 
has about 1,000 members. 
"It's very simple. The check- 
off can fund the dollars for 
research to develop new 
products." 
More than 40,000 Ohio 
farmers, who grow about 285 
million bushels a year, are 
expected to vote Dec. 14-16 on 
the corn checkoff, which 
would assess farmers' one 
half cent for each bushel of 
corn sold. 
The primary purpose of the 
checkoff would be to raise 
about $1.25 million a year. 
Suspended teacher 
vtied'to$1700 
POINT PLEASANT, W.Va. 
(AP) — A school board that 
has suspended a teacher 
three times for refusing to 
wear a tie to class has billed 
him $1,700 for his daughter's 
education. 
Bill Webb, who challenged 
a requirement that he wear a 
tie in the classroom and was 
suspended by Mason County 
Superintendent Charles 
Chambers, said Monday he 
will pay the bill when the 
board pays him for  extra 
teaching he has performed. 
Webb lives in Gallipolis, 
Ohio, and his daughter, Jer- 
rod, is the student body presi- 
dent at Point Pleasant High 
School, where Webb has 
taught upper-level math for 
20 years. Out-of-state stu- 
dents normally must pay tui- 
tion if they attend a West Vir- 
ginia high school, but fees 
nave been waived for the 
Webbs because he was teach- 
ing extra classes. 
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Falcons1 
schedule 
no slouch 
Cagers fall to Boston U., 81-69 
Johnson records 23 
points in losing effort 
Andy 
Woodard 
COMMENTARY 
While a lot of big-time college 
basketball coaches pad their 
non-conference schedules with 
so-called "patsies" each year, 
Fran Voll has done anything but 
for this season. 
Although the Bowling Green 
women's basketball team has 
leaped to a 5-0 record so far, 
many "tough" games lie ahead 
for them. 
After playing Eastern Ken- 
tucky Wednesday at Anderson 
Arena, the Falcons compete 
with the likes of Michigan State, 
Ohio State (No. 17 in the nation), 
Eastern Illinois and Illinois 
State — in that order. 
Throw in Cincinnati, too, to 
complete the pre-Mid-American 
Conference slate. The Bearcats 
have extra incentive to beat the 
Falcons because of in-state re- 
cruiting. 
"It doesn't take too long to 
look down that schedule and see 
some very good teams, does it," 
asks Voll? 
He's right. 
Illinois State just beat Ohio 
State and No. 14 Southern Cal at 
the Buckeye Classic in Colum- 
bus over the weekend. 
Eastern Illinois, which won 
the Gateway Conference last 
year, beat the Falcons by 14 last 
season and made the NCAA 
tourney. 
The Bucks are expected to vie 
with No. 7 Iowa for the Big 10 
championship, while Michigan 
State was picked third behind 
them. 
But don't take away what the 
Falcons have done so far. 
Four of the teams they've bea- 
ten — Loyola of Chicago and 
Northwestern, and Viflanova 
and Iowa State in the mini Clas- 
sic at Illinois this weekend — are 
good. Darn good. 
Northwestern was picked to 
finish in the middle of the Big 10 
this year, but USA Today says 
the Wildcats have one of the best 
freshman classes in the nation. 
Villanova has made the NCAA 
tournament the past three years 
and Iowa State is expected to 
contend for the Big 8 title this 
season. 
No patsies there. 
Ana don't forget, all those 
wins came on the road. 
"It's real good to have four of 
your first five on the road," Voll 
said. "It's a schedule that tests 
us right out of the chute." 
Mel Greenberg agrees. The 
college basketball analyst from 
Philadelphia told Voll earlier 
this year that his schedule is the 
toughest among MAC teams. 
That's saying something, 
when you consider several 
games on Central Michigan and 
Miami's non-conference sched- 
ules. 
The Chippewas play No. 3 
Georgia (at home, surprisingly) 
and at 16th-ranked Purdue, 
while the Redskins compete in a 
tournament at No. 7 Iowa, with 
24th-ranked Wake Forest and 
Eastern Illinois. 
But take out those teams and 
who else do they play? Nobody 
worth mentioning. 
The Falcons' perfect start 
earned them four votes in the 
AP Top 20 last week, ranking 
them 36th. 
However, Voll said the 
school's best start since the 
1974-75 squad went 6-0 won't go 
to the player's heads. ■:   "Our leadership won't let us 
do that. We have the type of 
players who'll take them one at 
a time," Voll said. 
Speaking of taking them one 
at a time, mat's how easy It's 
been to count the attendance at 
the games the past few years. 
Itrs time for people on campus 
to start coming to the games in 
groves. 
With this type of schedule and 
the team Vofl puts on the floor 
each game, there's no reason 
why 1,100-1,500 can't show up 
each night. 
Ohio State, which has been in 
the national-limelight for about 
four more years than BG, has 
3,500-4,000 a game. Some of the 
top schools in the nation get 
close to 10,000, namely Iowa. 
The Falcons have one of the 
top 40 teams in the nation. Their 
fastbreak, led by point guard 
D See Woodard, page 11. 
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Iowa State's starting line-up is 
the biggest the Bowling Green 
women's basketball team has 
ever played against, according 
to head coach Fran Voll. 
However, they weren't the 
biggest competition. 
Just as BG has done in its first 
four games of the season, the 
Falcons chalked up another win 
by downing the Cyclones 85-68 
Saturday in the championship 
game of the mini Classic, rais- 
ing their overall record to 5-0. 
Even with the capabilities of 
eventual all-tournament MVP 
Jackie Motycka and all- 
tournament selections Megan 
McGuire and Angie Bonner, voll 
was still concerned about the 
game in the first few minutes of 
play. 
"It was close in the early go- 
ing," Voll said. "We missed a 
few easy shots in transition that 
could have helped us all the 
more." 
Regardless of Voll's concern 
in the early part of the game, the 
Falcons proved that they could 
hold their own. 
Behind Motycka's game-high 
22 points, 12 of which were 
scored in the first half, BG and 
Iowa State remained in close 
ties for only the first five 
minutes of the game. From then 
on, it was no contest for the Fal- 
Motycka McQuIre 
cons. 
At the 15:10 mark is where the 
Falcons began to make their 
move. Actually, leading by a 
score of only 9-8, Bonner began 
to make the moves for them. 
Bonner, who tallied 13 points 
and grabbed 11 rebounds for BG, 
scored six-straight points to 
stretch the Falcons lead to 16-8. 
They then jumped to a 45-35 half- 
time lead and from that point on, 
the Cyclones could only come 
within four points of catching 
the Falcons. 
"We took it to them (Iowa 
State), to their strength inside," 
Voll said. "We pushed it inside 
and played really good defense 
and got a lot of turnovers. We 
made a lot of transition baskets 
off of those mistakes, too. 
"We shot well (percentage- 
wise) and that was a key stat 
right there and everytime they 
made a move at us, we took It 
right back at them." 
As a team, the Falcons sunk 
33-of-57 field goals for a percent- 
age of .579. They also added 
l$of-29 free throws for a per- 
centage of.655. 
Clubs dealing at meeting 
ATLANTA (AP) — Mike Schmidt and the Phi- 
ladelphia Phillies tried again to reach agreement, 
while Commissioner Peter Ueberroth and Hank 
Aaron sharply disagreed Monday at baseball's 
winter meetings. 
A minor trade between the New York Yankees 
and Texas Rangers, a lot of speculation about 
Bruce Hurst and Dale Murphy, and more talk 
about players going to Japan kept the day lively. 
The biggest spark came when Aaron disputed 
Ueberroth's assertion of increased minority op- 
portunities, saying it was "the same old bull, just 
dressed up a little.' 
"There has been progress, but not enough In the 
front office and management level," said Aaron, 
executive vice president of the Atlanta Braves. 
"There are more minorities being interviewed, 
but I don't see them getting the jobs. Joe Morgan, 
Bill Robinson, Billy Williams ... they're all quali- 
fied and deserve more than just an interview. 
Ueberroth opened the major league portion of 
BG News/Pat MingarelU 
Bowling Green's Billy Johnson scrambles for a loose ball over a Defiance College player during a 91 -67 win last 
Wednesday at Anderson Arena. Monday night, Johnson scored a carer-high 23 points in an 81-69 loss at Boston 
University. 
BG tops in lllini Classic 
Tourney MVP Motycka scores 22 in final 
But in order to send the Cy- 
clones to defeat in the final, BG 
had to charge past Big East Con- 
ference foe and three-time con- 
secutive NCAA tournament 
competetor Villanova Friday 
night - and they did 72-55. 
Again led by Motycka and 
McGuire, who combined for 35 
of the Falcons' points, BG ran 
away with the game — but not 
until Villanova tried to prove its 
muster. 
At the intermission BG led by 
13, 35-22, with six points coming 
off of two McGuire three-point 
field goals, which created secur- 
ity for Voll and his team. 
"Megan hit a big three pointer 
and that put them back at arm's 
length," voll said. 
The Wildcats' Beth Pasik and 
Helen Koskinen combined for 12 
points to bring Villanova within 
eight points (45-37). 
However, Motycka, McGuire 
and Bonner refused to let the 
Wildcats back into the contest 
by combining for 15 of the Fal- 
cons last 21 points. 
"We'll have valleys and peaks 
in a game," Voll said referring 
to the two-minute stint which 
Villanova outscored the Falcons 
7-0. 
"They made their run to get 
close in second half," Voll con- 
tinued. "All good teams will 
make a run at you and Villanova 
has a good team. But we held 
that run off and didn't fold under 
the pressure of people coming 
after you." 
Senior guards Jeff Timber- 
lake and Tony DaCosta led the 
Boston Terriers to an 81-69 vic- 
tory over visiting Bowling Green 
last night at Walter Brown 
Arena. 
The   duo   combined   for  41 
Kbits as the Terriers raised 
eir record to 3-1. Timberlake's 
24 points was a career-high as he 
connected on 7-11 shots from the 
field and was a perfect 9-9 from 
the foul line. DaCosta tallied 17 
points, including going 2-2 from 
three point range. 
BG's record fell to 3-1 as Billy 
Johnson collected a career-high 
23 points —17 of those coming In 
the second half. Senior co- 
captain Lamon Pippin scored 12 
points in 26 minutes of play. 
Freshman Tom Hall turned in 
another solid performance, 
compiling nine points and a 
team-high 8 rebounds. 
Falcon head coach Jim Lar- 
ranaga said his team appeared a 
bit sluggish. 
"I thought we were a little 
sluggish in the first half," he 
said. "In the second half, we 
shifted the momentum by play- 
ing better defense. But at times, 
we were too slow in making the 
transition back to defense." 
A 30-foot jumper by DaCosta 
as time expired in the first half 
gave the Terriers a 29-23 edge at 
the intermission. BG trailed by 
as many as 14 points (56-42) 
midway through the second half, 
but a 10-foot jump shot by John- 
son pulled the Falcons within 
four at 70-66 with 2:54 left to 
play. 
After a BU time out, the Ter- 
riers regrouped and came back 
to score live straight points over 
the next two minutes and pull 
away for the 81-69 victory. 
the meetings with his fifth and final "State of the 
Game" address. ...   „ _. „, 
Ueberroth, who will be succeeded by Bart Gia- 
matti on April 1, said minority hiring had risen 
from two percent to 10 percent in two years but 
admitted he was disappointed there weren't more 
minority managers, general managers and team 
public relations employees. 
The commissioner said criticism that many of 
the new minority workers were working in clerical 
jobs "is a falsehood." 
But Aaron and Bob Watson, a black recently 
hired as assistant general manager of the Houston 
Astros, disputed that. 
"It's not a falsehood," Aaron Insisted. "Most of 
those jobs are in the ticket department, and that's 
about it." 
Schmidt and the Phillies spent the day trying to 
agree on a new contract. They have until Wednes- 
day to settle, or Schmidt cannot play for the team 
until May. 
Larranaga said BG's per- 
formance was common for a 
young team. 
"We didn't play very well in 
the first half, but neither team 
executed well in the first 20 
minutes," Larranaga said. "Be- 
ing on the road for a couple of 
days with a young team proba- 
bly had something to do with it. 
This was a typical game for a 
young team on the road." 
Saturday night the Falcons 
overcame a one-point halftime 
deficit to down the Youngstown 
State Penguins 74-68 in the first 
Same of the two game road trip. 
ohnson scored 18 points and 
Hall added 15 more, while grab- 
bing a team high nine rebounds, 
as the Falcons handed the 
Penguins their sixteenth- 
straight loss dating back to Jan. 
19th. 
YSU utilized a slow down, de- 
liberate offense in the first half 
to keep the usually up-tempo 
Falcons at bay. The situation did 
not get any easier with the ejec- 
tion of senior co-captain Pippin, 
who was thrown out of the game 
with 1:10 to play in the first half 
for shoving YSU's Reggie 
Kemp.   Pippin   collected  nine 
Kbits and five rebounds before 
i departure. 
In the second half, the Falcons 
used a high pressure half-court 
defense to create a number of 
transition baskets to overcome 
the 33-32 deficit at the intermis- 
sion. A basket by Joe Moore, 
who finished with 15 points, gave 
BG a 57-47 lead midway through 
the second half. 
But Youngstown didn't roll 
over and die. Kevin Haddock (16 
Kiits) led the Penguin come- 
ck and cut the Falcons lead to 
69-68 with under two minutes to 
play. But Joe Gregory's free 
throw with 10 seconds left gave 
BG a 72-68 lead and virtually put 
the game away. Gregory collec- 
ted 12 points in the win. 
leers swept 
in Big Rapids 
by Don Hensley 
assistant sports editor 
BIG RAPIDS, Mich. - It 
was a different location but 
the same old story for the 
Bowling Green hockey team 
last weekend as they were 
swept by Ferris State. 
The Falcons once again 
were in position to win both 
nights, yet came away with 
nothing to show for it as they 
lost 7-5 and 6-4. 
The Falcons squandered 
third period leads in both 
contests as BG led in the final 
stanza 5-4 Saturday and 4-3 
Friday. The result comes as 
no surprise for Falcon fol- 
lowers. In BG's nine losses, 
the Falcons were either tied 
or had the lead in the third 
period on seven occasions. 
"Again our problem is we 
are giving up too many 
goals, BG head coach Jerry 
York said. "Our goal is to 
hold the opponents to three or 
four goals, and you achieve 
this objective through good 
defense and good goaltend- 
ing." 
Both areas have been trou- 
blesome for the Falcons. 
Over the weekend, BG gave 
up three breakaways which 
led to goals for the Bulldogs. 
The goaltending also suffered 
surrendering 13 goals (2 
net) while facing 62 
lolmea Rusleckl 
The Falcons, on the other 
hand, fired away at Ferris 
goalies Marc Felicio and 
Mike Williams accumulating 
75 shots, yet still only scored 
nine goals. 
"Offensively, I thought we 
generated a lot of good chan- 
ces. I would have liked to 
have seen us score more from 
these chances, however," 
York said. "We happened to 
run into some good goaltend- 
ing. It just seems that right 
now, when ever we make a 
mistake the puck seems to 
end up in our net. I guess 
that's what happens when 
going through some 
i times." 
Falcons have played 
well at times, which is en- 
couraging to a team that's 
been struggling. When the 
Falcons played Ferris Satur- 
day, they found themselves 
down 3-1 at the end of the first 
period due to the play of Bob 
Nardella, who had two first 
period goals. 
But the Falcons came out 
fired up in the second period. 
York had decided to sit Con- 
nell and give back-up goalie 
John Burke a chance to play. 
"I just thought the change 
would be good for our club at 
that point of the game," York 
said. 
The change did seem to ef- 
fect the Falcons as they came 
out aggressively and forced 
play in the Bulldog zone 
throughout the second period. 
BG held the Ferris attack in 
check and tied the score by 
adding two goals from Thad 
Rusiecki and Martin Jiranek. 
The defense also tightened up 
as Burke was only tested on 
seven shots and the two 
teams went into the last 
period deadlocked at 3-3. 
"It's nice to win both 
games, but I have to give a lot 
of credit to Bowling Green," 
Ferris State coach John Per- 
pich said. "They came out in 
the second period and worked 
hard and came back to tie the 
game, because of that, I'm 
not very happy with our per- 
formance." 
But he was happy with their 
effort in the third period 
which saw them take charge 
of the game. 
When the Bulldogs came 
out in the third period, they 
wasted no time getting on the 
board when Dean Cowling 
notched a goal just 2:02 into 
the third. The Falcons had 
encountered problems all 
weekend coming out of the 
lockeroom as they were 
scored on in four of the six 
G See Icen, page 11. 
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BG swim teams 
win own invite 
by Mike Drabenstott 
sports reporter 
Don't be surprised to see a re- 
play of the 1968 BGSU Swim- 
mingand Diving Invitational on 
the fantastic Finishes' feature 
during NFL telecasts next week. 
Entering the final event — the 
400 freestyle relay — of the two- 
day competition Saturday, the 
Cleveland State men had what 
seemed to be an insurmountable 
Suit lead over Bowling Green, 
e defending champions. 
But the BG relay teams pulled 
out thrilling first-, second- and 
fourth-place finishes in the relay 
and subsequently stole the title 
from the Vikings by 2.5 points. 
The men's win completed a 
Falcon sweep on the weekend as 
the BG women took top honors 
by defeating their closest com- 
petition, Division II nemesis 
Oakland, by 55 points. 
Falcon head coach Brian Gor- 
don, who was especially jubilant 
following the the unexpected re- 
lay performance, said the result 
was a surprise. 
"We couldn't have scripted it 
any better," Gordon said. "I did 
not expect the relay to go 1-2-4.1 
probably would have been more 
uptight if I had expected them to 
doit." 
Cleveland State head coach 
Wallv Morton said he knew BG 
was not out of it entering the re- 
lay. 
''At no time did we think we 
had it wrapped up," Morton 
said. "This Is the best Bowling 
Green men's team I've seen in 
my 15 years of coaching for 
Cleveland State." 
The BG men ended up with 
1,228.5 points, with Cleveland 
State scoring 1,226. Other teams 
were Toledo (321.5), Xavier 
(299), Wayne State (237) and 
Kenyon (74). 
The Falcon women finished 
the meet with 1,066 points, fol- 
lowed by Oakland with 1,011. 
Rounding out the field were 
Kenyon (826), Cleveland State 
(347) and Xavier (233). 
Five Falcon men secured 
double victories — Michael 
Poindexter (1- and 3- meter div- 
ing), Rob Hermanet (200 and 400 
individual medley). Tom Solo- 
mon (100 and 200 breastroke), 
Brian Dickman (500 and 1,650 
freestyle) and Rich Foster (100 
and 200 freestyle). 
For the women, Andrea 
Szekely swam to victories in the 
500 and 1,650 freestyle, while 
taking second in the 400 individ- 
ual medley. Her time in the 400 
individual medley. 4:39.09, was 
less than a second short of the 
school record of 4:38.22, set in 
1983-84 season by Lisa Lasar- 
enko. 
A Bowling Green swim team member goes full force during Saturday's 
BGSU Swimming and Diving Invitational at Cooper Pool. The men's and 
BG News/Paul Vemon 
the women's teams were equally impressive as they both posted first- 
place team finishes. 
Gymnasts near summit in Rockies 
by Matt Schroder 
sports report*>r 
4 
• Come tad experieace 
the true meaning of Christmas 
JUJL, c%4 3* 
Mon. Dec. S - Wed. Dec. 7 
10:00 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. I 
A cross country trip to Colorado Springs Saturday proved to be a 
valuable experience for the Bowling Green women's gymnastics 
team, as they placed second in the Rocky Mountain Open. 
The Falcons total score of 173.65 was bested only by Iowa State's 
177.1. 
Head coach Charles Simpson said last week that Iowa State would 
offer the toughest competition because they were the only other Div- 
ision I school. The coach was impressed with the tournament cham- 
pions. 
Christmas beal   1 
2 for *20«      ] 
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Call to place your order today! 
wizard Graphics 
112 so. main st. 
Our computer is 
programmed to 
Change This Into This .. 
BOOK BUY-BACK 
BRING YOUR USED TEXTBOOKS TO THE 
UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
Student Services Building 
and receive 
$ $ $ CASH $ $ $ IN RETURN ! ! ! 
DEC. 5th - 16th 
Mon - Fri 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Sal 9:00 - 5:00 
Closed on Sunday 
I.D.'s are required 
8lud.nl Soviets Suilding 
"They (Iowa State) were really prepared. This wasn't the first 
time they had done their routines in competition. They were Just 
super on the bars." he said. 
Finishing just behind BG was the Air Force Academy. The host 
school posted 172.4 points. Fort Hays finished fourth and Northern 
Colorado placed fifth, with 171.25 and 169.55 points, respectively. 
Sophomore Meg Griffin took first place on the vault with a score of 
9.05, and came back to place second in the floor competition by scor- 
ing an impressive 9.3. In the all-around category, Griffin placed 
third and credited her success to hard work. 
"We started working on our routines a lot earlier this season, and 
it paid off in the meet,ff she said. 
Griffin wasn't the only Falcon who was hitting her routines con- 
sistently. Sophomore Kim Crawford scored an 8.9 on the vault, 
which was good for fourth place. 
On the balance beam, the gymnasts really showed what they could 
do. Freshman Mary Beth Fnel posted a 9.3, senior captain Suzanne 
Bell scored a 9.1 and Crawford came back to post a 8.75. Those 
scores were good for second, third, and seventh places. 
Simpson said the balance beam is particularly tough master this 
early in the season, and was pleased with the scores. 
"High eight's and nine's are good scores for this early in the 
season, especially for the beam," he said. 
Freshman Kathy Bottini, who was impressive in her first BG out- 
ing on the beam, and Kathy Altonen, who scored a 9.0 on the uneven 
bars, were among several Falcons who competed in individual com- 
petition only. 
Simpson split the team up to be sure that they all got a substantial 
"It is very deceptive to say that Iowa State beat us, because they 
had their entire team competing while we went with a split squad. 
The outcome may have been different if our whole unit was compet- 
ing together," Simpson said. 
Going with a split squad didn't seem to hurt the Falcons' team 
spirit, which was on fire for the competition. 
"Our team definitely had the most spirit," said Crawford. "That 
was a major reason why we did as well as we did. We just took ever- 
ybody by storm." 
BG will try to hold onto its pre-season enthusiasm over the three 
week Christmas break. The gymnasts will be resuming practice dur- 
ing the first week of January. 
Crawford said, "Two weeks is an awfully long time, but it will just 
make us work that much harder when we get back." 
Q See Gymnastics, page 11. 
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Pizza Pub 
Large 1 item pizza - $4.00 
(in house only) 
DELIVERED $5.00 
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Hockey summary 
FRIDAYS GAME 
FIRST PERIOD 
02:18 - FSU (1) - Ferris Stale 
forward BIN Thomas skates to the 
left of Bowling Green goattender 
Paul Connell and lets fly a slap- 
shot which Connell deflects right 
out In front of the net. FSU center 
John de Pourcq gathers the re- 
bound and flicks It past the out of 
place Connell. 
18:37 - BQ (1XSHQ) — Pier- 
rick Mala breaks up a Bulldog . 
power play and skates up ice. 
After crossing the FSU blue line 
he puts on a nifty move and slides 
to the right of Ferris goattender 
Marc Felicio. With one quick mo- 
tion he rifles a pass into the 
crease which finds the stick of 
Joe Ouinn who deflects the puck 
into the open net. 
SECOND PERIOD 
00:30 — FSU (2) - Dean Cowl- 
ing dumps the puck In behind the 
Falcon net. Rod Schluter battles 
for the puck with a BQ defender 
and wins. He swings around the 
net and stuffs Connell between 
his pads and the near post. 
06:25 — BQ (2) - Felicio goes 
behind the net to try and gather a 
shot by Kevin Dahl, but the puck 
takes a weird hop off the back 
board and ends up in front of the 
open net where Mala promptly 
puts it home. 
10:42 — BQ (3KPPQ) — With 
the man-advantage, Greg Parks 
who is stationed at the right face- 
off circle throws the puck across 
the ice to a wide open Rob Blake 
at the left point. Blake lets go with 
a slapshot that Felicio never has a 
chance on and beats him low on 
his stick side. 
THIRD PERIOD 
02:02 - FSU (3) - John Ber- 
geron receives a pass from de 
Pourcq at the right point and one 
times a blast that finds the back of 
the Falcon net. 
03:17 - BQ (4) - Parks dumps 
the puck in front of the FSU net In 
an attempt to find Matt Ruchty. 
Instead, the pass hits the skate of 
FSU defenseman Dean Davies 
and gets behind Felclo. 
08:58 - FSU (4XPPG) — Tho- 
mas takes a weak shot from the 
right face-off circle. As de Pourcq 
screens Connell, the puck beats 
Connell between the pads. 
17:38 - FSU (5) - Rod Schul- 
ler finds Chuck Wiegand In the 
clear . Schulter headmans the 
puck to him on a breakaway. 
Wlengand beats Connell low to 
stick side for the go ahead goal. 
18:26 - FSU (6XENQ) — Parks 
shot from right blue line is blocked 
by Schulter. He banks It off of the 
boards toward the BG net, and 
Wiegand dives to pick it Into the 
empty net. 
FERRIS STATE 6, BOWLING 
GREEN 4, 
SATURDAY'S GAME 
FIRST PERIOD 
08:09 — FSU (1) — Bobby 
Nardella pumps a shot from the 
40-feet out at the right point. Nar- 
deMa beats Connell clean low to 
stick-side. 
17:17 — BQ (1) — The Bull- 
dogs commltt a costly turnover In 
their own zone as Mala gains con- 
trol of the puck. He slides it to 
Thad Rusiecki, who's shot from 
the left circle beats Felicio. 
18:10 —FSU (2) - BG defen- 
seman falls to hold the puck in the 
Bulldog zone. The result Is a FSU 
breakaway where de Pourcq 
twinkles the twine. 
19:37 — FSU (3KPPQ) — Con- 
nell stops Schulter's shot but 
gives away a a rebound that 
bounces kifront of the BG net. 
Nardella replys with a quick shot 
as Connell was screened. 
SECOND PERIOD 
10:57 — BQ (2) — Rusiecki 
fakes a pass to Kevin Dahl along 
the Bulldog blue line and flings a 
weakshot from right point which 
catches Felclo off-guard. The 
shot beats Felicio high glove-side. 
17:37 — BQ (3) — Hard-work 
by Peter Holmes pays dividend 
for the Falcons. Holmes took the 
the puck away from Randy 
Robertson In the FSU zone and 
flips a weak shot at the net. Martin 
Jlranek cashes in on the rebound 
beating Felicio low, glove-side. 
THIRD PERIOD 
02:17 — FSU (4) — Wiegand 
flys down the right wing and is 
ridden to the right, behind the BG 
net but manages to drop the puck 
to Cowling. Cowling's quick-shot 
from a bad angle, low in the right 
face-off circle, beats back-up 
John Burke between the pads. 
05:23 — BQ (4) — Holmes 
steals the puck from a FSU de- 
fender in front of the Buftoog net. 
He fires a drive which finds the 
net Inside the far post to Felicio's 
stick-side. 
06:48 - BQ (5) — Braden 
Shavchook fires a snap shot from 
just Inside the FSU blue line to the 
left of Felicio. The shot handcuffs 
Felicio beating him high to the 
glove side to give the Falcons the 
lead 
11:47 —FSU (5)— Rod Taylor 
catches BG's Rob Blake and Marc 
Potvln napping as neither move 
for the puck In the neutral zone. 
Taylor slides the puck between 
Blakes' legs and skates in alone 
on Connell. Taylor fakes shot and 
dekes Connell, dropping a back- 
hander behind the goalie to tie the 
score. 
16:59 — FSU (6MPPG) — 
Schulter throws a cross-ice pass 
to Cowling, who Is stationed to 
the right of ConneH. Cowling 
knocks down the pass and bums 
Connell with a low shot to his 
glove-side. 
19:43 — FSU (7)— de Pourcq 
intercepts the puck along the 
boards on the right side between 
his own blue line and center ice. 
He sents Schulter on a break 
toward the empty BG net with 17 
seconds left for the easy goal to 
ice the victory. 
FERRIS STATE 7, BOWLING 
GREENS 
Sanders gets royal treatment 
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TRAINING NOW 
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COMIC BOOK LIQUIDATION SAl€ 
lite hove hundreds of comks 
that must go for neuu inventory! 
40% Off ALL COLOR TITL€S 
(selected titles) 
30% Off ALL BLfiCK/WHUC TITLCS 
D€C€MB€R 6 -11 
(Buu $10.00 worth of comics ond get 
$5.00 worth of selected titles free) 
Young's Newsstand 
178 S.IWoin Downtown Bowling Green 
Bring In this od and get 1 free Comic I 
STILLWATER, Okla. (AP) 
ileisman Trophy winner Barry 
Sanders received a hero's wel- 
come Monday upon his return to 
Oklahoma State and, as usual, 
tried to deflect the spotlight. 
"On behalf of my teammates, 
I want to thank you guys for 
coming out here today, San- 
ders told a crowd of about 1,000. 
"We have one more favor to ask. 
We want to get these seniors 10 
wins. With your support, I'm 
sure we can pull out a victory." 
The Cowboys, 9-2 after a 45-42 
victory over Texas Tech at To- 
kyo on Sunday, play Wyoming in 
the Holiday Bowl at San Diego 
on Dec. 30. 
The welcome back celebration 
was short as university officials, 
Coach Pat Jones and Sanders 
addressed the crowd for about 
five minutes soon after the team 
returned to the campus. 
Before the arrival of the team 
by bus from Dallas, a disc 
jockey played music for the 
crowd — some of whom wore the 
school colors of orange and 
black. 
One person wore a T-shirt 
bearing Sanders' name and "Let 
The Records Speak For Them- 
selves," a reference to the re- 
cords Sanders has broken this 
year. 
Jones thanked those on hand 
for their support throughout the 
season and introduced team 
captains David Bailey, Garrett 
Limbrick, Hart Lee Dykes, 
Chris Stanley and Mike Gundy. 
Sanders was the last to be intro- 
duced. 
Several players stood in front 
of and alongside the stage — a 
flatbed trailer on the practice 
field — as Sanders addressed 
the crowd. 
Sanders was on the first of two 
buses to arrive on campus. The 
players were met with loud ap- 
euse as they started getting off 
buses. 
After the ceremony, Sanders 
was whisked away by an assist- 
ant coach and met with the 
media briefly. 
He said the publicity sur- 
rounding his award, announced 
Saturday at New York, has be- 
come a hassle. 
"I wish people would consider 
the way I feel about it, that it's 
no big deal.... Maybe in 20 years 
it will hit me, but right now it's just another award. 
Sanders said he would do what 
he could in the future to limit 
publicity. 
"Ill just stay away from it as 
much as possible, if I have to," 
he said. 
On whether he would be back 
at Oklahoma State for his senior 
year, Sanders said, "111 be here 
next year." 
Jones said he didn't think 
anyone has realized yet what 
Sanders' Heisman victory 
means for the school. 
"Everyone Is still kind of 
numb. I'm sure it hasn't hit 
home at all yet," he said. 
Sanders is the first Cowboy to 
win the Heisman. 
Huskies receiving due respect 
STORRS. Conn. (AP) — After 
years of playing like a punch- 
drunk fighter in a league of hea- 
vyweights, Connecticut's bas- 
ketball team awoke Monday to 
find it had gained new respect. 
The Huskies, with victories in 
their first two games, were 
ranked No. 18 in Tne Associated 
Press poll. 
"I'm happy to be in the polls," 
leers  
Connecticut coach Jim Calhoun 
said before his team played Ma- 
rist Monday night. 
Meanwhile, Duke and Michi- 
gan continued to top the poll. 
Duke, 4-0, received tne same 
number of first-place votes as 
last week, 47, and 1,266 points 
from a nationwide panel of 
sportswriters and broadcasters. 
Michigan, 5-0, held second 
place, with nine first-place votes 
and 1,214 points. 
Syracuse, 7-0, and George- 
town, 2-0, swapped places from 
a week ago. Each received one 
first-place vote and 1,131 and 
1,075 points, respectively. 
Connecticut and Seton Hall 
marked their first appearances 
among the Top 20 this season, 
joining Big East teams Syra- 
cuse, Georgetown and No. 17 
Villanova. Seton Hall was No. 20 
with 54 record, including the 
championship of the Great Ala- 
ska Shootout. 
The Atlantic Coast Conference 
had four members in the Top 
Twenty — Duke, No. 8 North 
Carolina, No. 12 Georgia Tech 
and No. 19 North Carolina State. 
D Continued from page 9. 
periods   before the three 
minute mark of the period. 
Following the goal by Cowl- 
ing, the Falcons showed a lot of 
Eand responded with goals 
aden Shavchook and Peter 
ies, but then the tide turned 
and again it was focused on 
Burke. 
At the 9:45 mark, he circled 
behind the net to stop a puck and 
was dumped by a Ferris for- 
ward, who was also chasing the 
puck. 
Woodard  
"When John was shaken up 
there in the third period, I 
thought it was best we take him 
out," York said. "Most times 
they'll tell you they're all right, 
but I thought we should put Paul 
back in." 
The turning point in the game 
was when Rod Taylor picked up 
a loose puck that was a result 
from miscommunication be- 
tween Rob Blake and Marc Pot- 
vin. Taylor moved in all alone 
for a breakaway goal to tie the 
score. The Bulldogs then added 
D Continued from page 9. 
Paulette Backstrom, can be fla- 
shy. 
If they have to go to the half- 
court offense, the other starters 
— Jackie Motycka, Megan 
McGuire, Angie Bonner and 
Traci Gorman — are all capable 
of lighting it up. 
Off the bencn, Tecca Thomp- 
son, Heather Finfrock, Cathy 
Koch and Co. have the potential 
to be as good as the starters. 
Voll says when they make 
changes, "a lot of times, we're 
notgiving up a thing." 
Their not giving up much in 
the way of a schedule this year, 
either. 
Andy Woodard is sports editor 
of The BG News. 
I Resume Special 
One page typeset resume 
30 copies on resume bond paper 
plus 
your resume saved on a disk 
Everday low price $26.95 
We also typeset your 
Credential Forms 
kinko's 
the copy center 
113 BK Railroad St. 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
(419)354-3977 
Ladies' Night' with 
"LA. Connection" 
95c Drinks & Suds 
Wednesday 
Motown Night 
95c Drinks & Suds 
Doors open at 8:00 p.m. 
16 and over 
25491 Dixie Highway 874-2254 
a power play goal to take the 
lead and iced it with an open net- 
ter. 
Much the same was true for 
the Falcons on Friday night 
when again they led in the third 
period only to see it fizzle away 
with a great effort by freshman 
Chuck Wiegand, who scored the 
last two goals for the Bulldogs to 
wrap up the victory. 
The third period proved costly 
for the Falcons as the Bulldogs 
Gymnastics  
scored four goals to give them 
eight third period goals in the 
two games. The Falcons will 
look to get back on track this 
weekend against University of 
Illinois-Chicago. 
UIC has moved into second 
place in the Central Collegiate 
Hockey Association behind 
Michigan State and if the Fal- 
cons nave any aspirations of 
moving up into contention for 
the top four spots in the league, 
this series will be crucial. 
D Continued from page 10. 
"They will reatain their skills, but it will be the lack of condition- 
ing that will hurt the most," said Simpson. Each girl will set her 
own personal goals, and once we're rack, we will work accord- 
The Falcon gymnists will get their final official routine run 
throughs before break Saturday in the Brown/Orange meet at Ep- 
pler North. 
GUARANTEED 
EXCITEMENT 
IN "THE 
HOUSE THAT 
ROARS"!!! 
HOME 
ACTION 
THIS WEEK: 
WEDNESDAY 
8:00 P.M. WOMEN VS. EASTERN KENTUCKY 
THURSDAY 
8:00 P.M. MEN VS. FINDLAY COLLEGE 
SATURDAY 
1:30 P.M. WOMEN VS. MICHIGAN STATE 
i 
Classifieds 12   MNm   DtcmMr 6,19M 
CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS 
" ASMIMISCkiOl ■ ' 
PKIuraalorKEY 
7 00 pm Sharp' 
University Hal Stairs 
Buslnees attire 
• • • ASM (MIS ckibl meeting ■ ■ ' 
TUM. Dec 6 Tonight 
7 30pmln1ieBA 
Speakers from TLB 
•••AMA FORMAL MKTBII.'" 
TUESDAY. DECEMBER 6 
JOHNSON AND JOHNSON 
121 WEST HALL 7 30 P M 
DONT MISS THE SLIDE SHOW 
HAT COVERS THE FIRST SEMESTER1 
ATTENTION ALL PSI CHMJ.P.A MEMBERS 
Than) wil be a meting Dec 6 at 8 00 el room 
102 Psyc Joan Tuaamg from the Placement 
Office wel ba there to answer any cjuaetiona 
concerning jobs. Oed schools. ORE'S, ate It 
you have any questions, we encourage you to 
attend 
BQSU College RepubHcene win meet Tues 
Dec 8 at 7 30 PM 220 Math Science Please 
attend this meeting _^_^^__^_ 
BQSU DOWNHILL SKI TEAM 
Organizational Meeting 
Tuesday. December 6 
8 00 PM 102 BA 
For more into eel Ken al 363-3797 
Candy Sale Candy Sale 
la your mends Feeling Blue sooutFlnalaTWel. 
but Itiem  some Chnatmaa Chocolates from 
Omega Phi Alpha today m University Hal Irom 
10-3 Jusl.SOabeg1         
SPWNOSREAK BAREFOOT CRUISE 
SOFT YACHTS BIMINI BAHAMAS 
GROUPS OF 8 $436 PP T DAYS 
1 800 999-7245 ANYTIME 
ARRANGE SMALL GROUP S CRUISE FREE 
LOST * FOUND 
Found: A watch outside of Conkln Please can 
372 4850 
FOUND Expensive caJcutator In case. In Math 
Science btdg 3 30 Wed Nov 29 Cel 
372-1687. Jerl. lo Identify  
HELP! I LOST: a brown leether jacket at Uptown 
on Motown Monday before Thanksgiving Sub- 
stantial reward wil be given tor information lead- 
ing to the recovery ol Hie leckef Can Janet 
353-6829 
Loet: Brawn leether jackal at basketball 
Same on Wed. Nee. 10 under bteeohera et 
Memorial Hall STUDENT LO. wss In the 
pookM. REWARD If found. Please call Tim al 
372-3744. 
LOST: Gold bracelet in downtown area (gradua- 
tion gift) REWARD Cel days 363-0100 or 
eves 893-3822 
Teal Blue X Penny's Jeckel Loaf in union 
Wedneedey evening the 30lh If found please 
reurn  Cell Tared al 886-7644. 
RIDES 
MUST SELL! 
TWO 1988 KING SIZE WATERBEDS 
w/padded rails, drawers, bookcase, heed- 
board elc Combined value over $1100 Both 
youralor$5000 Co Haroon353-6163 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Happy Birthday' 
The UN Declaration for Human Rights 
turns 40 this year! 
Come celebrala wtlh punch A B-d., cake 
provided by Amnesty International 
December alh. 19BS 7:30 PM 
Christmes Ornament Winners announce- 
mentl 
LAST INFORMATION SESSION OF 19SI FOR 
INTERNSHIPS IN ALL MAJORS IN WASH- 
INGTON DC—Wedneedey Dec 7 et 10AM. 
Center for Academic Options. 231  Admin.. 
372-1202  
LET US DO YOUR LAUNDRY 
FREE Drop off Service 
9am-3pm Mon-Frl. 
Dec 5-9 and Dec 12-18 
Kirk's Coin Laundry 709 S Main 
LIVE BGSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL ON 
WBGUt KENTUCKY AT BOWLING GREEN 
TONIGHT AT 7 55 ON 88.1 FM WBOU TOUR 
LEADER IN FALCON SPORTS COVERAGE 
OSEA 
ICE SKATING PARTY 
Wad Dec 7 
811 lOOpen Skate 
(Ice Arena) 
1 50 Skating 50 Rental 
Pizza Party Afterwards" 
Running out of Ideas for cooking Getting bored 
of the usual? Why not get a WSA Cookbook on 
International Fooda Place University Hal 
Tues & Thurs. 10 to 6 end 411 South Hel on 
Thura 230-4 30 Price S2 00O 
The Center lor Academic Options wil hold its 
linai National Student Exchange information 
sessions in 231 Admin. Btdg on the following 
dates: Dec 8th et f 30; Dec 7th at 3:30. and 
Dec 8th at 2:30 Come and find out how you 
can attend on of over 83 U S colleges for a 
lerm or a year, pay no out-of-stale feea and 
experience tne ADVENTURE! 
Center lor Academic Options 
231 Admin Btdg 372-8202 
QUALITY TYPESET RESUMES 
S1B.M 
UnlGraphlca 
211 Weet Hell 371-7411 
Abortion. Morning Alter Treatment 
Proud lo be Pro-Choice 
Center for Choice) II 
Toledo, OH 256-7789 
Babysitter Available 
We're leaving BG. and would Hie to find a nice 
lamry to take our super babysitter, fun or pan 
rime Cal evenings 353-0902 
For al your typing needs 
A-Z Data Center 
362-5042 
HAVE TO SHIP A PACKAGE? 
For al your shipping needs 
Federal Express, U P S 
A-Z DATA CENTER 352-5042 
TYPING SERVICES lor al types of papers 
including dissertations using 
Xerox Memorywriler 
362-3987 from 8 AM - 9 PM 
PERSONALS 
$5 00 Oft with this 
coupon at The Wave 
353-WAVE 
With Kim Only 
Disguise yourself as a 
Secret 
Santa 
and leave clues in 
The BG News 
Secret Santa Classification 
of the classifieds any day from 
November 29 thru December 8 
Reveal yourself in the last 
BG News of the semester 
Friday, December 9th 
65* per line, 3 line minimum 
ADVERTISING DEADLINE: 
Two days in 
advance of publication, 4 p.m. 
- sorry, no telephone orders - 
• 214 WEST HALL • 
(IPCO 408 MEMBERS! 
DECK THE DECK WITH BOWS OF HOLLY I 
J. McCOY INDUSTRIES 
INVITE YOU ABOARD THEM ANNUAL 
CHRISTMAS CRUISE TO CAST AWAY AND 
CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAY SEASON ON DEC 
111*1 
THE SHIP WILL BE DEPARTING FROM PORT 
CHI OMEGA (BEHIND THE UNION) AT 2:30 
Ml 
AND WILL RETURN AT 4:00 P.M. 
R.S.V.P. CAPT. 8TEUBING 
I72-UO0 
• ••IPCO 303" • 
8 00 s m section 
EXPERIENCE 
tne 
EXTREMES 
•Delta Zeta' 
Buy your candy cane message lodey 
m University Hal Snare tne Season"! 
* Delta Zeta* 
• • • ATTN IPCO 408 • -' 
CASINO CHAOS 
DEC 8. 1988 
PIKE HOUSE 2 30 P.M. 
• • • ATTN IPCO 408 ■ • • 
•••e»C040« MEMBERS'" 
The MOB mites you to the reading of AL CA- 
PONE'S WILL. Thurs. Nov. 8th. 2:30-400 PM 
at the PI Beta Phi House ecroaa from campus 
•••Ceisswine*'" 
Your PI Phi sisters wish you years of happiness 
with your engagement to Doug Ruch. 
•HEY ALAN SOMERS' 
Downtown and beer caused us to meet 
Embarrassed or nol I think you are sweet 
Good luck on al your final tests. 
And may your hoadaya be the best 
II ba thinking ebout ya. 
Karate Kid III 
ALPHA O PI ■ MEUSA CLOSE ■ ALPHA O PI 
THE SISTERS OF ALPHA O PI WOULD UKE 
TO CONGRATULATE MEUSA ON HER EN- 
GAGEMENT WE ARE SOHAPPY FOR YOU' 
ATTENTION IPCO 406 Cl ASS 
The BtoHo Toy Company 
ie celebrating its 5th birthday 
Thura Dec. 8 2:30-4:00 PM NE Commona 
Come and relive your 5th bin hday party 
ATTENTION IPCO 406 Class members 
The Xerox Corp. la havmg it'e  "WELCOME 
ABOARD'perty and we would like you lo at- 
tend. It wH be held at the Kappa Kappa Gamma 
House on Dec 6 from 2 30 to 4 00 HOPE TO 
SEE YOU THERE1  
BQSU DOWNHILL SKI TEAM 
Organizational Meeting 
Tueeoay. December 8 
800PM102BA 
For more alto Cal Ken at 353-3797 
Cate Write, 
No, N'a not |uat a dream! Congratuletlona on 
your engagement to Doug! You guy a are the 
beat couple aver! "Long may you tovel" -I'm 
so happy for you I 
TTF-Bobbie 
P.S. - Se when'sthe wedding? 
Enter NOW I 
Amjneoty International Ie sponsoring 
a Chrlatmaa Tree Ornament contest 
Thelhemefor the ornaments ahould 
bee "Celebrtete Human RJghtal" 
Dealgn an ornament and be eligible 
lor prlzaa! 
Leave ornament wfth name, address 
and phone no. In OCMB 474* 
Winners announced on December I 
All ornament a will be dl sp la yed on 
our tree In Ihe Union lobby! 
ERIC EVANKO 
Hey happy cat Congratulations1 Thanks for 
letting me be the first to share your news. Does 
this mean you're becoming a preppy you-know- 
what?? Love-Trace 
EXAM SPECIAL $21 95 PER NIGHT 
Beat Western Falcon Plaza Motel 
Study 4 relax in the privacy ol 
your own room Dec. 4-8 8 11-16 
Early ck-m »late ck-out Cononanlal 
breakfast a free coffee Reav 
352-4874 ck-ln students must show vahd 
I.D. non-students nol eegSee 
From flyers and forms to newsletters and letter- 
head, we've got what you need to look SUPER 
on paper' See us lor al your TYPESETTING 
NEEDS' Kinko's 354-3977 
GLENN. 
Thanks lor an awesome two years, for al the 
fun, al the memories, and moat of al lor being 
my best friend. 
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY! I LOVE YOUI 
Love, Mlcheee 
Happy Bin hday I 
The UN Declaration for Human Rights 
turns 40thlsyear! 
Come celebrate with punch * B-day Cate 
provided by Amnesty International 
December 8th, 1888, 7:30 PM 
The Capital Room, Union 
Christmas Ornament Winners announce 
Have you heard about the U.S. ADVENTURE? If 
not, thai week la your MM chance! Attend 
aMetlonal Student Exchange information eea- 
ekin m the Center lor Academe Otptona, 231 
Admin Btdg The flnatoesalons for the semes 
ler wil be held on tne blowing datee Dec 6th 
M 1 30. Dec 7th at 3 30: and Dec. 8th at 
2:30 Leem how you can attend one of over 83 
U.S. colleges and pay no out-ot-etate teeal 
Center tor Academic OptWne 
231 Admin Btdg 372-8202 
NTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES: PICK UP YOUR 
FORFEIT FEES BY DECEMBER 13. 1988 
BRING YOUR RECEIPT  FRATERNITIES MAY 
CARRY OVER UNTIL MAY  
IPCO 408 CHRISTMAS CRUISE 
(CLASS MEMBERS ONLY) 
DECK THE DECK WITH BOWS OF HOLLY! 
J. McCOY INDUSTRIES 
INVITES YOU ABOARD THEM ANNUAL 
CHRISTMAS CRUISE TO CAST AWAY 
AND CELEBRATE THE HOUOAY SEASON 
ON DECEMBER 1.1114 
THE SHa» WILL BE DEPARTING FROM PORT 
CM OMEOA (BEHIND THE UNION) AT J:30 
•»» 
ANO WILL RETURN AT 4:00 pm 
R.S.V.P CAPT. STEUSING 
eTMM 
M.T. 
Remember. If We getsYOU down. II ALWAYS 
be there TOput a SMILE on your BEAUTIFUL 
IACC 
LOVE. 
XOXOXO 
Perryeburg Inn end Cafe Special Student 
Monthly, Weekly Rale $11 per night. In-roon 
movies end HBO. 260C4 N. Dixie Highway at 
M75 a Rt. 25. 418-874-8383  
Pi Beta Phi I Theta Chl 
Room Baal 8 Adam Beckkry 
Congratuletions  on   your  leveeerlng'   I'm  so 
happy for you! 
Bobbie 
Plan now for your Summer Intemehlpl Intern 
ships are a,Mamie In al fields in Washington 
DC Earn 12 hours of BGSU credit, houelng 
provided, scholarships aveaablo LaM Info see 
atonof 1988: Wedneedey. Dae 7 M 10 AM m 
the Canter for Academic Options. 231 Admin 
or cal 372-8202  
Running Tights 
Jeane N Things 631 Ridge SI 
Open tonne hi 8 00 pm 
SKI CLUB 
Information Meeting  Wad  Nov 30  7:30 70 
Overmen Ski Ya There1 .__^_ 
Teeneter and Vlckater: 
Roses are Red 
violets sre Blue 
Sholglaaa and I have 
Something in store for you 
Just 3 more days 
And Santa wB ba hare 
Are you aura you want 
Some of our Holiday Cheer? 
Your SlgEp Elves 
The Alpha O Pi Voeoybel Players say thanka lo 
our great Theta Chi coaches''  
The Brothers of Sigma Chi would Bra to con- 
gratuiateDoug Chorpennlng on hat recent lava- 
Wiring to Lorl Spencer Beat of Luck Doug and 
lorn 
WANTED 
1 female roommate needed for Spring Semes- 
ter Own room Close to campus Cal 
363-3174. 
ate desperately 
room, quiet, only $140.00 e month. Cell 
353-1145.  
I NON SMOKING MALE ROOMMATE TO SU- 
BLEASE SECOND STREET APT FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER $570 TOTAL CALL 353-3509 
1 nonsmoking female to sublease Fifth St apt 
lor spring semester Furnished $620 a semes 
ler Cal 353 6029 or B78 2441 Beth 
1 NONSMOKING FEMALE TO SUBLET 
APARTMENT SPPJ G SEMESTER GOOD LO- 
CATION-RENT ONLY $130 PER MONTH 
CALL 353-8 7 I 9 IMMEDIATELY  
1 or 2 females needed to aubleaai spring 
semester Close lo campus1 Cal Lisa 
363-3748  
1 OR 2 MALES NEEDED TO SUBLEASE FUR 
NISHED 2 BEDROOM APT FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER $160 PER MONTH PLUS ELEC- 
TRIC   353-7251  
A female needed to sublease Haven House apt 
Neat dean rooms, reasonable rent Leave mes- 
sage 'or Amy 353-5358 
COOL roommate needed to shore trailer aval 
ASAP. $200 a mo mcl utll No Lease! No 
smokera pleaaa1 353-4625  
Female roommate to share 1 bdrm. apt. on S. 
Summit St lor Spring Semester Cel Tracey 
353-6841  
MALE TO SUBLEASE ROOM 
$135 PER MONTH (3RT ST ) 
FURNISHED CALL GILBERT 363-7427 
NEED 3 MALES TO SHARE APT CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS CHEAP RENT! FREE HEAT! CALL 
352 5002 
Need one female student for second semeeter 
for two bedroom lour student apartment near 
campus 353-8900 or 352-7365  
Need someone to ■ublsasa a 2 bedroom apt. 
for spring semester $100 a month plus ut» 
tiee   353-7635 
NEEDED 1 ROOMMATE lo aubliasa toe 2 
bdrm. apt $185 a month. Own room. Cal Chrte 
al 352 1388 
Needed mate for apt. ctooe to campus with new 
carpal 8 furniture. $143 00 but can make a 
deal Cal Jetf at 353 8218  
ONE MALE ROOMMATE TO SUBLEASE 
VILLAGE GREEN APT SPRING SEMESTER 
NEW CARPET, NEW FURN , SWeVi POOL 
$145 A MO. PLUS UTIL CAL ARTE 
353-3376   PLEASE LEAVE MESSAGE 
Vocallet needed lor Pique based Christen 
Rook band Attitude more Important than talent 
Formto calBrianat372-1939 
WANTED 1 FEMALE ROOMMATE TO SHARE 
COMFORTABLe APARTMENT CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS CALL COLLECT FOR MORE DE- 
TAILS: 1 878 2462 
Wanted 1 female roommate to share, large. 2 
bdrm   furnished apt   for spring semester   Own 
room, bath and a halt. S160 par mo. Nodepoe- 
HI Cal anytime. Use 363-5493!  
WANTED 2 nonsmoking femelee to suWeeee 2 
bedroom apt Close to Campua Cal 363-5742 
after 5 00 
WANTED: 2 FEMALE SUBLEASERS, TO TAKE 
OVER SPRING SEMESTER IN LAROE. 
NICELY FURNISHED APARTMENT. FIRST 
MONTH'S RCNT FREE. IF INTERESTED, CALL 
$61-7511. ASK FOR CHRISTINA OR LINDA. 
Wanted: One female roommate needed to su- 
blease lor Spring—Close to Campua. 
353-4079  
Wanted: nomaje roommate to share big house. 
Aveaatbta Nov 6. $125 a mo Psy half ol ut»- 
Baa Cal 362-4952 from 7:30 - 3:00 or 
353-6664 alter 3:00.  
We need a fourth, Nonemoke female Apt 
$875 plus elec cal 353-2989.    
HELP WANTED 
ATTENTION - HIRING1 Government Jobs - your 
sraa $17,840 - $89,485 Call 
602-838 8885. EXT J 4244.  
Babysitter needed Spring Semeeter Monday 
Wadnaaday 12.00-6:30 Friday 
12 00 3 00pm Near campua Cal alter 630. 
362-9309 
Coeege student with own car to assist proles 
aional ferrety After achocJ. nights, and week- 
end* Regaining Jan. 1*89 Education major 
wel ontrjythlo opportunity 419-874-2121 
Gat Your Foot m the Door' PROFESSIONAL 
TYPESET RESUMES that bring the Wlorvtowa 
Don't take chances on lees- WE DO IT RIGHT! 
Kinko's 354-397 7 
LIVE-IN NANNIES 
New York t DC   females need you' SI76 - 
e $360 week, roam 8 board, airfare, health In- 
surance, car and more Over 21. Cal The Car- 
IngTree 803-271-2289  
Need extra cash for the hrjedey? Highly mot! 
c individuals needed lo M waiter 
LIVE BGSU WOMEN'S BASKETBALL ON 
WMU I. KENTUCKY AT BOWLING GREEN 
IONKJHT AT 7:65 ON III FM WBOU YOUR 
LEADER M FALCON SPORTS COVERAGE 
LOVING COUPLE WISHES TO ADOPT WHITE 
INFANT WE AW HAPPILY MARRIED ANO 
HAVE PLENTY OF LOVE AND FINANCIAL SE- 
CURITY WE Mi PROVIDE YOUR BABY 
WITH A BEAUTIFUL FUTURE EXPENSES 
PAID CALL US COLLECT 513 232-6024 
waltreee. floor weaker, and caehter poaMona. at 
a Ngh energy nightclub Car pooling available 
Good way to earn extra money. Apply al But- 
tons Tues thru Sun alter 6 30 PM  
Nursing AaaaMant-SlOO sign-up bonus. New 
wage ralee. compenssHon baaed on experi- 
ence. Those mtereeled In a health care career 
apply In one of the areas finest nursing homes 
Benefits included Insurance, sick, vacation, 
hoadey pay plus tuition reimbursement Cal 
Browning Care Center. Watervlle, OH 
8788523  
OVERSEAS JOBS. J00O-2000 mo. Summer. 
Yr. round, all countries. All fields. Free Into. 
Write IJC, PO Bx 52-OH03. Corona Del Mar 
CA 12025  
Triple A Student Painters looking lor individuals 
who want practical buemees exp. Must be herd- 
working Poeitlone for branch mgra Available 
across Mich . kid < Ohio. Earn between 
$6,000 - $10,000 Pick up application at Stu- 
dent Employment Office or contact Slave at 
313-283-8080.     
Wanted: QrU cooks, waitresses, cashiers 
Excslant opportunity lor growth and advance- 
ment Apply in person al Union 76 Truck Stop 
at SI Rl  18 and 1-75 In North Baltimore. OH 
Wanted Kitchen mgr with experience Excel- 
lent opportunity for secure position and icnome. 
Apply In person at Union 78 Truck Stop al SI 
Rl 18andl-76NorthBe«imore,OH 
FORSALE 
1981 Plymouth 
Runs Great Looks Good. $550 or beat offer 
Cal 353-5537 
1984 Ford LTD Good condition $995 Non- 
negotiable Call 372 3948  
200 CM HART DOWNHILL SKIS W/ TYROUA 
280 BINDINGS $100 CALL KEN AT 
363-3797 
79 AMC Concord 
station Wagon $600 
52-6451 
Asian Graduate Student Family 
Mowing Sale - All muat gol 
Washer, dryer, television, couch turns Into twin 
bad, plants, toys, etc Kitchen appliances, di 
shea Cal Evelyn. 352-8574 before 10:00 AM 
and atler 7 00 PM 
Cennon 35mm Camera 
with zoom and flash 
Cell after 8:30 353-3038 
FOR SALE 
1987 MUSTANG GOOD CONDITION 
RUNS GREAT CALL 352-7691 
Great Xmee present 30 gal hi fish tank. In- 
cludes hood, light. Iron stand, undergravel later 
Cel 354-7015. and leave meeaage  
Nikon N20O0 35mm camera wflh 50mm lens 8 
camera bag Hardly used. Burgundy leather 
jacket, size 42 8 Sheepskin jacket, size 44. eke 
new. 1981 Force 5 aexboat. very good cond- 
tion Cal Mark al 353 3287 
OMs Cutlass Supreme 1978 
V 8-350 Runs Well $800 
362-3630 
PC  Workmate: compact, mobee workstation. 
two   sliding   shelves    Like   new     $110. 
372-6911 
Pomsettlas lor Sale  Contact Janet at 2-7855 
or Randy at 2-7650 Dept Personnel Only 
RIDE YOUR BIKE THIS WINTER IN A SATURA 
WIND TRAINER UKE NEW. ASKING $45. 
354-2016  
STEREO EQUIPMENT! i 
JVC double cassette deck 
Onkyo 40watt receiver 
$275lorboth.butwilaelseperBlely 2-3237 
Technics CD Player 
'or home or portable use 
Jon Szabo 354-4617 
Would you Ike to purcheee up to 10 home* par 
month with none of your cash to earn a grosa 
profit of $10,000 per home. Call 
218-779-9765 
FOR RENT 
Assortment of House* 
Duplexes and Apartments 
Available lor second semester 
Cal Now! 
John Newtove Reel Estsle 
354-2260 
1 ■ 2 roommates needed for large 2 bedroom 
apt Cal Mike or Don at 353- 7006  
1 bedroom apt for sublease lor Spring Semee- 
ter  $300 a month. Dams 363-4764 alter 9 
PM 
1 bedroom untum.. avatable lor auhlooao 
Jen -Jury Rant negotiable  Leave manage at 
364-1413  
1 female needed to sublease turniehed two 
bedroom apt. on 5th SI. Cal 353-5046 or 
3863359 
1 female needed to rant 3 bedroom apt  Phi 
Pelt House Cal 353-5069. aak'or Jen. 
1 mast roommate needed to sublease during 
Spring Semealer Own bedroom $150 par 
month 8 uW Cal 354-2747 
1 or 2 lamaaK roommates needed to I 
2 bedroom spacious apt spring semester. Fur- 
nished not far from campua Cal 353-3985. 
Please heap! I need lo transfer     
GOVERNMENT JOBS! $18,037 to $89,405 
Immadxela Hiring' Your ana Cal (Refundable) 
1-518-459-3811 EXT F 163SA for Federal 
LaM24Hrs 
Uvaand Irevel with pro'eeeionel temty for 34 
months Beginning Feb 1988 Help cere for 3 
echool ago ohMren Minimum 2 yra coeege 
d 419 674 2121 
1 or 2 mate luunwaetea needed to i 
specious apartment   2 bedroom*.  2  bathe 
$137.60 a  month   Cal  Mete  or  Chrie  M 
353-8748 
1 roommate needed to sublease, spring earn.. 
1 bdrm   $ 1 7 7 a mo Cel 354-4028 after 3:00 
PM  
1 subleesers needed lor spring semester 401 
S Entarpriae Apt. B $146 per month Cel Don 
ma at 352-6722  
2 bedrooma for aublaaaa on Woootor 
Next to campus 
3534042 
APARTMENT- hrtty furnished, greet locetlon 
I or 2 rooraotae madid. li**rmonth tor 
spring ll Iir. call today. Ba sure to aak 
tor Toea 383-4211.  
Apt to autlian Spring and Summer Close to 
campus   2 bdrm. turrathed   Cal 364-8122 
ertor630PM  
CHEAP CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
Female needed to aubliaai apt on Scott Harm- 
ton tor aprtng eerraMor. $123 a month paja 
atoottc. Cal Keeyet 363-3038 or 363 2125 
December (jaijuaai needs' 1 nonsmoking fe- 
male to lutlllll apt spring ismaMer. Ctoee to 
campua (2nd t Mgh)  Cal 364-4722 before 
II p.m  
For Rent 
Room    for    Non-Smoking    Male    Spring 
Sem 352-6820 
For Rent Semeeter 9mo.12mo lease 2 borm 
turn   apt   Viaege Grren Apia   Cal attar 2:00 
354 3633  
Free room end board for 
babysitting No weekends 
362-2267 
Houses 8 apartments ctoee to campua for 
summer 1889 and 1989 1990 school year 
1 267 3341  
Need t -2 female roommates House on Wooe- 
ter St. Own roomlsl Rent $1 20rmo.ee $ tow 
utl Needed Immed Cal Kim at 352-2834 
evenings 8 Weekends. 
Need a place of your own? 
Dec gred seeks 8 subleasei for fufy furnished 
efficiency.  Al utilities ptua cable & HBO in- 
cluded in rent Cal Jodl al 352-1520 ext 235 
alter 5 PM  
Need one female student for second semeeter 
tor two bedroom four student apartment near 
campus 353-8900 or 352-7386 
NEEDED: t MALE RMTE. FOR SPRING SEM. 
FOR APT. ON 4TH ST. $128 MO. PLUS LOW 
UTIL. CALL SOON! MIKE OR JEFF AT 
353-5038. RENT PAID UP TO JAN. '88. 
New 2 bdrm One and a half bathe, stove, re- 
frigerator, dishwasher included Aval imme- 
dMtety 354-2260 
One female needed to sublease e two bedroom 
apartment for second semester. Ctoee to cam- 
pus. Please cal 353-6924 or 1-878 2261 
Roommate needed immediately! Share lerge 
house vary ctoee to campus with 2 others, a 
bird and cat: Your own room also! $160 a 
month ptua uWWIes 354-0288  
SUBLEASE for SPRING SEMESTER 
One room efficiency next to campua. We ere 
moving away, wil give heeled water bed 8 mini 
microwave - FREE   Rent $295 00 mo. Cal 
3532459 
Wanted 
2 female roommates needed for spring semes- 
ter Nice 2 bedroom apt Free heat, tow elec 
trie, swimming pool   $128 a month 353 3939 
Wonted: 1 -2 Femeles to sublease large apart- 
ment, own room Cal Lee Ann 363-6446 
SECRET SANTAS 
Adam the red-earred sales rep: 
had some very shiny scoops, 
and II you ever saw them, 
you'd Bay fas barber goofed 
Al of the others S-R's. 
used lo laugh and cal hen— 
they never let poor Adam 
loin in any stupid games 
Then one hectic deadfcne day, 
Boas-Lady came to say 
"Gopher with thoee ears so bright won't you 
guide my team tonight?" Then al the S.R'e 
loved Mm. as they shouted out with gate. Adam 
the red-earred Selee Rep. YOU'LL GO DOWN 
IN HISTORY!  
ANN SOWER you here the power 
to make daya fry Ilka houre 
you don't know what our 
friendship has mean! 
Maybe I should give up 
this rubber cement! 
Anna Schialer--- 
Check your Chrielmes Stocklnglll 
Your Secret Santa 
Cathy Stoutenborgh 
Marry Christmas, you're a dear-Let's go to 
HowerdsAnd  have  some  bear.Your  Secret 
Santa 
Chnstmee comes but once a veer 
AneTracy Fee knows the rime ie neer 
When Santa comes to spread good cheer 
And stuff Elvis with dynamite 
Deahmg through the bars. 
Feeing pretty tooae, 
Mr. Joe Weaaam waa 
Shaking hia caboose. 
He was buying ladies drinks 
Hoping they'd get tight 
In the hops* that he would 
Gel lucky sometime that night 
-Secret Santa 
EMMY DORGER 
I aaw you Thursday 
but did you sea me?? 
Did you have Fun? 
Do you rarnarnber? 
JknMIko—- 
Oh my gosh, oh my gcty. I heard you've got a 
blow-up doiy Ho Ho-Ho namaiabai. I have an 
wf on you, and you lust may have to welch 
yourself or II pop your blow-up doty1 Your Se- 
cret Santa. Keep watching tor due* 
Joe Weaaam, You're so awesome 
When you welt by 
Flowers blossom 
The hoadey spirit is embodied 
by you. 
Iheve to slop snUIng that glue 
Secret Santa 
Laura Reinke Check your on-campua maaoox 
for csue No 2. eapectaty for you' Love $ KJa- 
eoo.SS  
LISASCHRBBEII 
LITTLE LISA YOUR USUALLY QUIET, 
BUT LAST WEDNESDAY NIGHT YOU WERE 
CAUSING QUITE A RIOT! 
SHOWING ALL OF US YOU CAN BEERJT-UP 
YOUR SECRET SANTA IS GLAD TO SEE 
YOUR CHRISTMAS SPIRIT IS SHAPING UPIII 
LYNN WOERTZ, 
Only a lew daya left 
« you wB see 
that your secret Senla ia me 
Efflclency  tor  eubieese    Ctoee   to 
quasi Cat eveMnse 363-64S7 
I 
t 
